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TODAY'S DEVELOPMENTS

LLIES HOLD POSITIONS IN
ALL PARTS OF

Storms and floods, the enormous loss of life and the si''3;n of incessant fighting apparently have tajxed to the limit of human endurance the
opposing forces which are facing each other in the death struggle In Belgium and northern France. Another lull has come in the great battle,
which presumably is but the prelude to one more desperate effort. Today's reports from one front indicate that assaults by Infantry find cavalry
have been abandoned for the moment, except for minor engagements, and
that only the artillery is continuing operations with vigor undiminished.
Meanwhile the fighting continues on many other fields. The Russian
invasion of Turkish territory from Caucasus has been halted, j The great
armies proceeds with
campaign of the Russians against the Austro-Germavarying fortunes in different localities, with chief interest nolw centering
on the German offensive movement against the Russian center.
In Servia the Austrian advance Is being
carried .on, according to
Vienna reports, with further success
i
;
'CIT'iTj
Accounts of the fighting in Belgium, official'or otherwise, dwell upon
the frightful hardships wcich the men In the water-soaretrenches are
called uponv to endure, and the great loss of life. Regarding this latter
phase official reports have little to say, and although priv.ats accounts of
the extent of the sJaughter must be accepted with reserve, it is evident
that both the Germans and their foes have suffered greatly.
One such report comes from a British correspondent, v hi estimates
the German casualties In the last four days at 13,000. If similar reports
from the eact are to be. credited, the slaughter In that territory is no less
terrible. A letter written by a Galiclan priest describes a grave more than
four miles long. In it, says the letter, 40,000 Austrians, the dead from one
day'i fighting, were burled. .
, ,
' The rriost'
that Is being' accomplished in the west by th Is sort of war-faras the latest British communications indicate, is that the allies have
been able to hold their lines, in the main, with here and there small retirements before the German assaults. The British losses, it is acknowledged, are very heavy.
An official narrative of the fighting given out in London today pays
an unreserved tribute to the bravery of the Germans.
The French official communication today, after emphasizing the violent character of the cannonading now in progress, mentions a' few locations in Belgium and along the Alsne where German infantry attacks were
made. These attacks, it is said, were repulsed.
The fighting along the eastern boundary of Germany is of a. different
character. There is nothing there to'correspond with the endless lines of
trenches which, stretch across France. Troops are more mobile and the
main battleline is shifting constantly.
In France an advance of a few yards is worthy of mention.
In Galicia,
Russian Poland and east Prussia they measure movements by scores of
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TERRITORY, BUT AT A BIO COST
London,
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Germany'b
offensive in

Swinton, the official observer at the
British headquarters, gives today a
further chapter in Ins narrative of
operations at the front, bringing up
his account to November IX His latest report describes the fierce attack
of the Prussian guards on the British
lines in the neighborhood o Ypres.
Colonel Swinton's report!
issued
through the official press bureau, follows:
"The diminution In the force of the
German rush to the, west has not last
ed long. The section of the front to
the north of our forces was the first
to meet the recrudescence of violence,
in the shape of an attack in the neigh-

reblizzar-

and stability after her hasty defense along her eastern frontier, were Issues, the outcome
of which still was undecided today in
the great European war. In Flanders
the allied Hues refuse to yield, while
in the east the Russians continue to
push forward.
The battleline in France stems for
the time being forgotten, r.nd trie actions there probably will continue to
be of a sporadic nature until the allies in Flanders prove conclusively
that they cannot he batterpd in or until the Germans prove that they can.
The Germans' Valor ,
borhood Of Dixmude and Rischoote.
A. month of futile
fighting entailing
turn csflie' r,c;,T.'" After eight
losses, the extent, of which perhaps
of comparative relaxation, we
days
never will he fully known, has not
were' under constant pressure from
convinced German leaders that the
November 3, to Tuesday, the
Tuesday,;
French coast towns are unattainable;
tenth. The next day saw a repetition
while snow, rain, wind and cold have
of the- attempt of the Germans to
tried the troop severely. How vabreak through our ltnes to the French
meetliantly the Germans have been
coast.
ing death in what to date has been
"In spite of the immense losses sufa hopeless task is recounted by the
fered by the enemy during the attack
British army's1 official eyewitnesses at
the cessation of their
the front. Colonel Swinton, describ- against Ypres.
more violent efforts on October 2D
ing the recent fighting around Ypres,
only signalized the temporary relin
said :
"""''lifer dogged perseverance claims quishment of the main offensive until
fresh troops had been sent, to carry
d
our
admiration."
on what was proving' to he a costly
This tribute was not qualified, as
and. difficult operation.
diswhether
the
heretofore, by
query
"Meanwhile the interval was em
cipline or sheer bravery prompted the
in endeavoring to wear out
men so to die, for the troops referred ployed
the allies by repeated local attacks and
to were the guard corps the pick of
to shatter them by a prolonged .'bomthe German army, which has, accordbardment.
Ry the eleventh, therefore
ing to Colonel Swinton, "retained the it seems
considered they had at
they
contempt for death" which it showed tained both
for on that day
objects,
war.
Prussian
Franco
in the
recommenced the desperate batte
they
Cracow In Flames
for the possession, of Ypres and its
Reuports said Cracow was in flames
....
neighborhood.
after a Russian onslaught.
Casualties
English
Heavy
Berlin Is interpreting the retreat of
"Though the struggle has not yet
the German' forces from Warsaw as come
to an end, this much can be
a strategic masterpiece, much the
said: The Germans have gamed some
same as the allied government hailed
but they have not captured
General Joffre's retirement, in the ear- ground,
Ypres.
of
Invasion
ly stages of the German
"In repulsing the enemy so far, we
France, but the German people, ac- have suffered
but
heavy casualties
cording to travelers reaching here, battles of this fierce and ""1 "ft d
r
"r
are exressing widespread chagrin at nature cannot be
but costly to both
the retreat.
'.
sides!;'1'
Tt will be recalled that similar crit"We have the satisfaction of knowicism was1 voiced when the French
that we have foiled the enemy
and Eneiish armies continued to fall ing
in what apears to be
present the
back. This this was strategically a
main object, in the western,
enemy's
proper move subsequently was proved, theater of
operations, and have inflictand according to those who recently ed,
losses on him
iinmiensely
have leen at the German capital, the' than those we greater
have suffered ourselves.
German army In the east roife t similar"Tuesday, November 10 was unly Justify its action if Its retreat from eventful. For
instance, beyond our
in
le
down
not to go
Warsaw
history left flank the
enemy advanced in
as a defeat.'
ft rce against the French and were repulsed, Directly on our left, however,
The German Statement!;
along the greater part of the front,
flerlin, Nov. .17 (By Wireless to shelling was- less severe, and no intondon). German army headquarters fantry attacks took place.
gave out an official report this after"To the southeast of Ypras, the ennoon as follows:
emy kept pp a heavy bombardment
d
"Generally speaking., yesterday
against our lines and that of the
quietly in the western arena of the French. On our left, the situation rewar. To the south of Verdun and to mained unchanged, both sides con
the northeast of Clrcey the French, tenting themselves with furious canmade several attacks, which, however, nonading. In our center the Germans
were unsuccessful..
,
retained their hold on the smailj
"Operations in the eastern . arena amount ef ground which they had
rvde further favorable progress, but gained, but In doing so incurred a
c'rtalled reports are not yet at hand." heavy loss from our
artillery and machine guns.
Nsrrstlve of an
K. I.
London, New '17. Colonel
(Continued on page Four)
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Little news of an official character was received from the Russian
fields, of battle. Private advices from Petro'gr'ad',1 however, dispute the German claims to success in Russian Poland, asserting that the German offensive movement has failed. The Russian squadron is said to have left
Holsingfors, Finland, with the supposed Intention of engaging the German
'
Baltic fleet.
Russia admits the truth of recent Turkish statements that the invaders
from the north had been driven back. The Russian advance guard, it is
announced officially, has been forced to halt its march on Erzerum, the
Turkish town near the eastern end of the Black Sea.
British claims to victory In fighting with Turks at Fao a town on the
Persian gulf, are disputed at Constantinople, where it Is officially announced that the English were repulsed with a loss of 1,000 men.
Th6 latest Austrian announcement concerning the fighting in Servia is
that the advance on Servian territory is being continued with success
and that 600 Prisoners were taken in one battle,
'-
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STATES COMMISSION ON THEY LEAP FROM BURNING ELE'INDUSTRIAL ' RELATIONS.
VATOR
IN
GALVESTON
WILL DO THE WORK
INTO LIFE NETS

UNITED

Madison, Wis., Nov. 17. Consideration of the American land question,
particularly a! a part of the problem
which affects labor and ca.pital, is to
bo taken by the United States commission on industrial relations in a
public hearing at Dallas, Texas, In
Deetmber after the conclusion of the
Denver hearing; at which the causes
of the Colorado mine strike are to be
discussed. One of the land problems,
according to Charles W. Holman, special agent for tha commission, is the
present tendency toward concentration in ownership of farm lands and
the increase of tenantry

Texas, Nov. 17. Nearly
dajuage was lUme and seven

Galvestrm,
?l,000;,0fl0
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AFTER INDICTMENT UPON A FELj.
QNY CHARGE, HE PLEADS
- i
GUILTY

HORDE OF MOSLEMS AGAINST
I

THEIR SOVEREIGN, GEORGE V
Germans Claim

Good

Position

Berlin, Nov. 17 (By Wireless)
Whether the latest Germaa victories
in the east have stopped the Russian
advance cannot be foretold, hut Ger
man military officials say they un
doubtedly have resulted in giving the
Germans an excellent strategic posi
tion, at the same time increasing the
difficulties of the enemy's situation.
The Russians near Soldau, according to reports from the German army
headquarters, were driven past Lipno
to Plock, and the Russian army defeated by General von Hlndenburg at
Wloclawek was forced southward over
Kutno instead of back upon the lint
of its advance. The Vistula river Is
now between the two Russian forces,
and it is pointed out in military circles
that the river is likely to prove a great
barrier1 In case of further Russian defeats.
German authorities say the victory
must not be
and that
the people should wait until it is
known whether the Russians have
been made to retreat or even brought
to a standstill.
The Russian losses. Including prisoners, are reported to have exceeded
a whole army corps, but the German
officials say that it must not be forgotten that the Russians are operating
in great force..
A report received in Berlin from
Vienna that actions took place
at
different points along the front in
Galicia appears to show that the Teutonic allied armies there have now
made the dispositions of their forces
and are ready to reassume the offen
d

sive.

General PotioreK, commanding the
Austrian forces in Servia, declared in
an address to his troops today that
thousands of prisoners had been taken
in the last nine days. One of the an
nouncements in t Vienna reports that
the Servian positions at Valievo and
Obrenovas have been taken by the
Austrians, thereby removing an ob- stacle to the Austrian advance.
From Constantinople come reports
of a Turkish attack on a British force
at Fao, a port of Asiatic Turkey in
the Persian gulf, in which a thousand
English are said to have fallen.
Tha situation in the western arena
of war seems almost to .lave been
forgotten in Berlin in favor of the
German victories in the east, and because of the lack of fighting in Flanders, owing to the bad weather prevailing there.

American Ship Keeps Order
firemen were injured when the SouthParis. Nov. 17. An Athens dispatch
ern Pacific grain elevator
wjh prac- to the Havas agency says:
tically destroyfd by fire here today.
"The American warship Tennessee
Six firemen, jumped 50 feet into a
jhas arrived at the port of Vurbi, Asia
life net, but were injured.
Minor, and has but a stop to illtroat-men- t
of British, French and Russian
LAYERS OF DEAD
residents. The authorities of Smyrna,
Amsterdam, Nov. 17 (Via London) fearing a bombardment, have left for
The Noiuwe Rotterdamsche Courant the interior. The garrison at Smyrna
quotes a letter from a Galician priest at present consist of 25,00(1 Turkish
'
stating that 40,000 Austrians have soldiers."
been buried in one nay in a grave six
and one-hafeet wide and a little
Russian Flag Taken
more than four miles long. The boLondon, Nov. 17. A dispatch from
"The southwest,'' said Mr. Holman dies, the letter says, were laid hi three
Constantinople via Amsterdam to
today, "is thj scene of a class
layers. These .men were hilled, it is liieutcrs i olej'ram com pan v gives an
the ri'ral population that is st ah h1, dm in
jiifcicl communication issued by th
few hours.
yearly growing mere acut:
ITurt-iswar office. U
.
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CHECK AT BSSMAE!

USED NAME OF CHARLES

DANZf-GE-

"Yesterday we attacked the English
TO SECURE THE SUM
near Fao on the coast of the province
OF $16.50
of Basra in the Persian gulf. They
lost, about a thousand dead.
"The revolutionary leader Abdur THE ROTH' CASE UP" AGAIN"
Resak crossed the lrontier with 300
men to assist the Russians, but was
PROMINENT BUTCHER'S TITLE TO
dispersed by our troops and many of
STALLION STILL CONTESTED
his followers were killed.
BY YARA
j
"A Russian standard was captured."
The grand jury today brought in &
true bill against Stanley H'eCartiley,
Kansas City, Nov. 17. Benny Allen alias Sam MeCarty, for forging and
of Kansas City, pocket billiard cham-- attempting to cash a check. McC;
pion, will tomorrow night defend his.ney immediately was brought bei
title against James Maturo, the Den- Judge David J. Lea'iy, presiding c.
ver challenger. The play will be for the district court. He lea'i;d gu.it
three nights, 200 points each evening.' jand was sentenced to a term ot t
If Allen again Wins the emblem of m,ore Ulan is months r.or less than
his per- months in the penitentiary.
Itte .
championship will
sonal property and a tournament will 'suing of a committment wan gusperM-- .
follow.
Should Mature win, he will ,'eJ during good behavior. McCartn y
have to defend the emblem for one has been in Jail since September ,".
year and his first opponent will be He was arrested for forging the Mrutt
Henry Hart of Brooklyn. The last of harl(,s Danzigor to a check for
timo Albn and Maturo met the for- $10.50, which he liao cashed by A. G.
Ha
Erb of th; Bismark restaurant.
mer won by 600 Jo GS7.
admitted his guilt, sometime after hia
arrest. His sentence was suspended
MAN KILLS SELF
on account of the fact that this was
Albuqiiojrqua, Nov. 17 E. ft Pol- - his first, ofi'ense and he had already
jiiu, tt umurauauBr, coiumiueu sui-- spent, uiree momns in jau woiie aic
cide with a shotgun early yesterday in g for trial.
moraiug at his claim, five miles fromj The case of the state of New 5Iex-S- L.
Train, N. M., after first threaten-- ieo vs. Francisco Lujan for--- violation
ing io kill his wife, who fled to neigh-- ; of the liquor act resulted in a pies
bors, Following a. freight wreck two; of guiity nein? submitted by the
ago, for which he was held ie- - fondant. Lujan was fined $100 and
had bewi costs.' He paid the fine and was dis
sponsible, Pollard, who
S;;n(a Fe section foreman at. St. Vrain, charged.
j
was discharged. Brooding over his
The case of Peter Roth vs. Trar.qui-loposition is said to have caused; lino Yara regarding title to a stallion
insanity. He was 56 years of afo.
jwas set for November 25. This c:aj
:has been in litigation for two years.
when it was first, tried it was decidIN
FIGHTING
PRUSSIA
ed in favor of Roth. It went to shv
17.
Petrograd, Nov.
Heavy fighting
(inciis reported to have taken place in supreme court, however, and the
will he tried in
was
reversed.
sion
It
east Prussia in the vicinity of Neidenthis court again. Hunker and Hunker
e a.ivamaga is
iuu, HIJU nuiUitu' auu
will appear for Roth and John D. V.,
aeciareu nere to nave newi entirely
,Vecder for Yara.
with the Russians.
The suit of Montezuma Camp No.
2, Woodmen of the World, vs. the Suv-eiCamp of the Woodmen of tli
ERHAN CRUISER
World, was heard this morning. It ;r- 111
i
I V pears tl,at a beneflclary certificate wa.4
pin
Al .'talcon out by Thomas W. Harrison.
IfliMiMfll lit II
'member of the local lodw. Tha
'amount of I't ei if rate
f1 "
PREFERS THIS COURSE TO RISK Harrison fou IP f c
i
ING ITS FATE IN THE NORTH
keep tip hi d , u 1 i
SEA
.
e
,
t
i i .ti
the local lor'
'2, took over las policy- and kept up t
Christiana, Norway, Nov. 17 (Via dues and pi u
t '
e i1
i
1
London). It was officially announced Harrison, the loc i
r
n t
here today that the disarmament ot (0
i
jjpf-t
the fl 0'" J
the German cruiner Berlin, which liaa camp ref u J to t
xl C t.
t , , , ,
put in Trondhjern, a seaport of Nor- - on the cn,0 w 4
(a
way, has been commenced. The Bur- - TtlA arsr,,mfrt will b h. ,rl t ur
lin appeared off Trondhjern, which is
u
M "
morning at r hi
on the northwest coant of Noray an:
' f
i
V
and S. B. I
well outside of the North Sea, yesterTj
i ('
supreme c i
day. It was then reported that she the
rf
Thf grit 1
local
waa endeavoring to escape from the
1
e
t
t
r
in
i
lias returned
North Sea to act as a commerce raid- no true bill. The latter wna :
er in the Atlantic, much as the cruiser Pedro Lor t
n d w h u
t.miten o;a in tue Indian o
a man seme tme ago.
The Berlin, with a crew of 4."0 men.
arrived at Trondhjern yesterday. Her
T .'- - '
commander was given tne choice ot
I i
ft
putting to sea within 21 hunts, or
of
to il ilium at
L V M
r. i H !
choose the latter, rnj ifiitly
i
di i n d r t'i
tire? to have his fc1
i
h
er ihiin risk gi:nr em ) r i
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Las VGdaVLoftdituiStonj
By FRANK

S.osenwaM& Son
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GEOCEWi DEPT

Cash

You may buy these items all this week at these prices.
only no phone orders please

18

lb Sugar $1,00

Lard....

20 lbs. Pure

....

to lbs. Pure Lord
,
20 lbs. Compound Lard
10 lbs. Compound Lard . . . . .
5 lbs. Compound Lard
27 bars White Laundry Soap
lb. cans Tomatoes
12 2
12 cans Corn

$2.70
$1-4-

$1.60

field.

.85
45

In one of the test games, the result
of which was to be the selection ol
either Rogers or Barrett for the team,
$1.00
Rogers bullied Barrett again. Barrett
$t.2o
had injured a tendon of his knee. II
$1.00
was nearly well now and not likely to
Interfere with his play, unless he re
ceived a kick there. Rogers knew
about that and, in the scrimmage, he
gave Barrett a kick which totally disTable Linen,
abled him.
Napkins,
"Sorry, old man," said Rogers, as
Barrett lay gasping on the ground. "1
Damask Towels,
didn't mean to .hurt you."
Women's Suits,
"You did, you liar," answered Bar
rett, "and I'll get even with you for
and Dresses,
that some day, don't you forget it."
But Rogers, who was elected to the
Millinery,
team, speedily forgot. And Barrett, 11
Kid Gloves,
he didn't forget, apparently bore nc
Girdles,
malice, though he never played football
again and walked with a slight
Shell Hair Ornaments, etc.
limp ever after. By the time they went
Into the Kingsley bank together thej
obtained and execution is levied upon were apparently the best of friends
the real estate. This also answers the again.
That Is, so far as two such dissima taxpayer may
question whether
characters could be friends. Rog
ilar
he
wish
segregate property on whici
on
es to pay taxes from property
which he does not pay. Because of
the removal of a large amount of per
sonal property from eastern New Mexico by people who have left their
homesteads after proving up on them,
the question becomes a vital one.

1-

Reduced Prices this wtek on

CANNOT SELL ALL

PROPERTY FOR
TAXES
'ROVIDED

A PORTION OF IT WILL

BINN QUITS MINES

BRING THE AMOUNT
.
DELINQUENT

Santa Fe, Nov. 17 S. C. BInn will
be succeed by Leo English as statutory
" "
""""
agent of the Galisteo company of
Kanla Fe, Nov. 17. One o the most Maine at Dolores, southern Santa Fe
This indicates a resumption
I raportant opinions thus far this year county.
of
down
;
handed
gold mining operations on the Ortiz
,aa
today by Attorney
grant.
;?neral Frank W. Clancy upon
of Assistant District Attorney
i. W. Hockenhiill of CIovls, affecting
HELPING SANTA CLAUS s it doe3 the sale of property for
taxes.
It often occurs about Christmas
It rules that it Is not proper to sell time that letters appear in the varrous
11 of
the property owned by an indl-idu- postoffices addressed only to "Santa
for the amount of taxes against Claus" without anything to indicate
t, if the sale of a portion thereof for whom they are Intended or by
ould realize the amount duo. If this whom they were sent. Under the old
ositiori is sustained by the courts, it regulations all such were sent to the
ould affect thousands upon thousands dead letter office at Washington, D.
f dollars worth of property now held C. The postmaster general now directs that all such mail may he de
nder tax sale certificate,
livered to some charitable institution
. It is also ruled that there is not
at law for the redemption of that will use them for philanthropic
nly part of the property sold for tax-s- . purposes. If people want "Santa
It is also held that the tax col-ct- Claus" letters to reach some special
can make the personal property charitable institution they should be
f a delinquent liable for all taxes due careful to give the address of the
ut there is no provision that real es- - place.
tte shall be liable for personal tax- enhwrUva tnr Tno ownc
s, unless a personal judgment Is first
al
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Log Cabin

these maple treat s

Cake Frosting
of Towle's Log
Cabin Syrup until it Btrings.
Then pour the boiling gyrup
into the stiffly beaten whites
of two eggs, and beat contin- ually with a silver fork until
the right thickness to spread
between the layers and on
top of the cake.

t miss

Boil 2 cups

Everybody loves the

:

j

TOVLE'
I!

CANE AND

SmUP
Indeed
"Sweet"

MAPLE
Make Home,

It

Home,

a delightful blend of
choice sugar cane and pure
maple syrup. Improved in
flavor and in "body." Sold
at your grocer's in full measure !
pf d cms.
is

ij
.i

i

sT

i
."'

"I'm Not Mr. Kingsley," BabblaJ
ers.

Rog-

era belonged to a sporting set. He was
prompted above Barrett, because he
had an "air" about him. He was assistant paying teller, while Barrett
was only a clerk. Gifford Kingsley,
who owned the bank, had had a failure with a big land company recently
and there was a good deal of reorganizing work to be done in connection
with the concern. Barrett, as general
utility man, divided his time between
the defunct land company and the
bank.
Both Barrett and Rogers had known
Ruth Kingsley at college, where they
were contemporary with her brother.
That was how they got their positions.
They called regularly at the fine old
house on Madison avenue. Of course
it
whopwon the girl's love.
She had half pledged herself to Bar
rett, and it was perhaps the love ol
conquest, which is the bullying instinct
to the nth power, that impelled Rogers to cut out his rival.
"I'm sorry, Johnny," said Miss Ruth
everybody called Barrett "Johnny"
"but I find I was mistaken. I don't
love you, but I will always be your
friend."
"All right," said Johnny, miserably.
He did not cease going to the house,
even after Rogers' engagement was
privately made known. If in his heart
he resolved to get even with the bully,
nobody guessed his resolution, not
even Rogers himself.
"I'm sorry I had to cut you out, old
man," said Rogers, "but I Just had to.
She's a stunner, Is Miss Ruth."
Barrett walked out of the room. He
did not want to hear Miss Ruth dis
cussed by Rogers.
There had been a good many cases
of Impoverishment connected with the
failure of the land company, and at
one time Mr. Kingsley had received
threats from various sources. The
anonymous letters had ceased, and he
no' longer guarded himself with a pri
vate detective; consequently the thing
Mutt occurred at three o'clock on a certain afternoon was quite
Ilia bank was Just cliwiag; Inside,
was-Roge-

licious maple flavor of I
Cabin Syrup. Serve it with the I
breakfast pancakes or biscu its, IJ
with the lunch dessert us 3 it H
to flavor the dinner pudding
or cake.

Rogers had stepped out of the tellafa
and then stepped back as a
ragged looking man drew near.
"After closing time," he said. "To-

cage,

morrow."
He stood

at the door of the cage, and
the ragged man, opening the wicket
which led to the ladies' table, walked
up toward the back door of the ca,ge.
"You've had my money and my
wife's life, you dogs!" he roared, "and
I'm going to have your life. You're
Mr. Kingsley. I kncV you."
The man was evidently a maniac
or he would have understood the difference between the president and an
assistant- teller.
Barrett, who was
working at a desk near by, raised his
head; then, seeing the revolver which
the fellow was flourishing, he sprang
in front of Rogers.
"I'm not Mr. Kingsley," babbled Rogers, cowering behind liarrett as the
man raised his weapon.
"I am," said Barrett, advancing with
a smile.
"Yes," screamed Rogers, thrusting
Barrett forward up to the revolver barrel.
There was a report, i coil of smoke
and Barrett was lying upon the floor,
blood pouring from his shoulder. The
whole affair had been the work of an
instant, and in an instant more the
madman was seized and disarmed.
A woman
rushed forward and
kneeled at Barrett's side. It was Ruth
Kingsley, who, having come to the
hank to cash a check, (had seen the
whole performance.
Her tears fell on the face of the
wounded man, and with her little hand-- '
kerchief she attempted to stanch the
blood from his wound.
"It's only my shoulder, Ruth," whispered Barrett, beginning to grow pale.
Rogers had come forward, trembling,
and endeavored to assist. But the girl
forced him back.
"Don't you dare to liiy your hands
upon Johnny Barrett," she cried indignantly. "I saw all that happened. You
pushed him forward into the muzzle
of the revolver. Yes, and you said
H.
that he was father."
"That's right. Miss - Ruth!" exclaimed Tommy, the office boy. "I saw
him and I'll swear to it when the case
comes up in court."
Barrett raised his hand deprecating-ly- ,
but Rogers had seized his hat and
was already slinking away. The passage to the door of the bank, under the
scornful eyes of the employes, seemed
an endless one. When he reached the
door he began to run. Evidenly he ran
a good distance, because he was never
seen in the city again.
"Johnny Johnny!" whispered Miss
Ruth. And, in the presence of everyone, she kissed him.
That was how Johnny Barrett got
even, and incidentally proved the truth
of the adage.
;

'
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How many hospital patients, suffering the friBhtful Itch, the raw scorching pain of skin disease, have been
soothed to sleep by a soothing fluid
washed in by the nurse's hands?
That fluid is the famous D. D. D.
prescription for eczema.
THE SVPEBTTISIKO TJBSB of one
of our prominent Catholic Institutions
(name of nurse and institute on application), writes resardinff a patient.
"The disease had eaten her eyebrows
away. Her nose and lips had become
disfigured. Since the use of D. D. D.
her eyebrows are growing, her nose
and face have assumed their natural
expression,"
How many eczema sufferers are paying their doctors for regular treatment and are belnp treated
with this
same Boothinff, healing fluid?
SB. GEO. T. &XCHABS80Xr frankly
K. O. GOODALL.

(Copyright,

1314.

by W. G. Chapman.)

SMILES ARE RARE IN LONDON
Of Pedestrian Thousands, by Actual
Count, Only Eleven Show Other
Than Sad Faces.

There is more than a little truth in
by A. C. Carmichael, the
Australian politician, visiting England for the first, time, that the Lon- -

the criticism

WISHED SHE
COULD DIE
And Be Free From Her Troubles,
tut Finds Better Way.
Columbia, Tenn."Many a time,"
says Mrs. Jessie Sharp, of this place.
"I wished I would die and be relieved
of my Suffering, from womanly troubles.
I could not
get up, without pulling af
ftnmpthtncr in h1n m and ataA In YtA
1 could
most of the time.
ot do my
housework.
av awu-III
UHIVUIU
II
Jl
wit. My head would swim, and I would
r- a
f
t
uciuuic iur ui nuur or more, rinaity, i
IDT! If Par fit f!
ihf timman'c fnn; qni I
am not bothered with pains any more,
and I don't have to go to bed. In fact,
I am sound and well of all
my troubles."
Parrlnl thm in all ttim
helps to make them strong. It acts with
nature not against her. It is for the
tired, nervous, irritable women, who feel
as if everything were wron, and need
something to quiet their nerves and
strengthen the worn-o- ut
system.
If you are a woman,
suffering frotn any
of the numerous symptoms of womanly
(rouble, take Cardui. It will help you.
At all druggists.
,
Writt It! ChaWsnooeji Meifr.lrw Co., Ldirf
Advisory Dent., Qietsanoofa, Tann., tor Siraai
Inslructiung on your ca una
book, "Hon-- i
Trnurant tot Women." m u'ain wrapper. WO. 1U
fV

i
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John Barrett and BYank Rogers
were of much the same height and
build, but when they were at school
together Rogers was shooting up into
a man while Barrett was still a boy.
That enabled Rogers to bully Barrett
to his heart's content.
"You coward!" the little boy would
scream, as the big one pounded him.
"I'll get even with you some day."
"Coward?" repeated Rogers in surprise. "Why, I'm not a coward, Johnny. I'm just bullying you."
"A bully Is always a coward," answered the other, dodging away. But,
though he had heard the old adage,
Rogers did not believe it. He continued to bully Barrett until the lattei
grew tall. Then he stopped.
When Barrett was as big as Rogerg
he was the stronger. He could have
taken his revenge then. But he had
already forgotten or, if he had not
forgotten, he kept his resolution to
himself.
Barrett was a slow, easygoing fellow, and Rogers a more popular fellow at college. Their paths seldom crossed, except on the athletic

South SidorTaj
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Gccd Warm Blankets for these cold

writes "D. D. D. is superior to anything I have ever found. Soft and
soothing', yet a powerful agent."
To do the work, II. D. D. Prescription must be applied according'
to
direction! given In the pamphlet

around every bottle. Follow these directions and see!
And It certainly takes away the Itch
at oncethe moment the liquid is applied. The skin Is soothed calmed
so thoroughly refreshed delightfully
cooled.
All druggists of standing have the
famous specific as well as the efficient
I. D. D. Skin Soap.
But we are so confident of the merits of this prescription that we will
refund the purchase price of the first
full size bottle if It falls to reach
your case. You alone are to judge.
EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.

doner's face is sad.
To any one studying the aspect of
Londoners the prevalent type is one
of extreme seriousness. It Is a feature which Londoners themselves
probably because of custom do not
observe; but it Is quite possible that
strangers are struck by the severe
looks abundant In the streets, as was
Mr. Carmichael. An hour's perambulation through thoroughfares as
different as the Strand, Aldersgate
street, and Ludgate Hill yielded an
Infinitesimal percentage of bright
And most of the peophysiognomies.
ple who smiled they were 11 In numberbelonged to the poorer classes-newsp- aper
sellers, dingy men ahd
women who in this matter appeared
richer than the better dressed middle
class folk. For the most part there is
a set expression to be seen on the
faces of hundreds and thousands, both
young and old, which might be deIts
scribed as the London scowl.
points are: A frown tracing deep,
vertical line between the eyebrows;
moody
glance;
eyes;
puckered
mouth drawn In tight line, drooping
at corners.
Of the 11 people who were seen to
smile or laugh three were women
(one a costermonger), two girls (by
coincidence both were In bright yellow dresses), five men (two stock exchange men and the others
and one boy. And the boy's
smile was more mischievous than
pleasant, because he was tormenting
a horse by flicking its nose with a
dirty handkerchief.
news-vendors- ),

Sunday Labor.
Does playing an organ and leading
a choir in church on Sunday violate
the Sunday laws?
Baltimore has been agitating the

big contingent of San Juan and Rio
Arriba county teachers will accompany
him.
For the first time in its history the
entire faculty of the School of Mines

has enrolled for the state educational
convention, every member having paid
up his dues and pledged himself to
be at Albuquerque.
County Superintendent John V. Conway today addressed the rural school
directors urging them to grant each
teacher a vacation and part or all of
the expenses to attend the Albuquerque convention.
.
O. Conner of the
Superintendent
School for the Deaf and Dumb will
have a superb exhibit or handiwork
from the Santa Fe school at Albuquerque. This is the first time he has
made a display at the educational convention and It will he an cyeopener
to the teachers.
Secretary J. H. "Wagner has address
ed a lotter to all the speakers on high
er institutions day, that the object of
giving this time to the Institutions Is
to bring home to the people of New
Mexico that it is not necessary
to
send children out of the state to ob
tain an education. Each speaker will
be given 13 minutes.
"W--

l

-
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habit-for?ni-

company.
Price fl and $2 a bottle.

Drug

ever, always to be depended upon and
in many cases needs to be supplemented with other precautions.
There are three planes of fracture
STRAIGHTEN YOU UP known to quarrymen. The 'rift"
direction in which the stone splits
most easily; the "grain" that which is
Clean Your Bowels and next easiest; the "head" that which otters greatest resistance. In a paving
End Headaches, Colds, Sour
block the two sides represent the rift
Stomach
fracture, the top and bottom the grain,
and ends the head. But in a quarry
box now.
Get a
the natural bed is sometimes considerYou men and women who can't get ably inclined to the plans
feeling right who Have headache, hence the imperfection of the ordinary
coated tongue, foul taste and foul rule for placing stone in building.
breath, didziness, can't sleep, are bil Popular Mechanics.
t!

.

ious, nervous and upset, bothered
with a sick, gassy, disordered stomach, or have backache and feel worn

Fruits In England.
By far the greatest achievement of
Cardinal Wolsey was combining strawouh.
berries and cream. A world benefacAre you keeping your bowels clean tor, his
failings may well be forgotten
with Cascarets, or merely forcing a and forgiven!
How long have Britishers been, at
passageway every few. days with salts,
least,
cathartic pills or castor oil
Apples,
partial fruitarians?
Cascarets work while you sleep; pears, gooseberries end plums appear
cleanse the stomach, remove the sour, to have been grown in Englr.nd for u.
very long time, but cultivated
undigested, fermenting food and foul
did not arrive until the
gases; take the excess bile from the
ras;j-berri-

ih

liver and carry out of the system all
the constipated waste matter and
poison in the bowels.
Will straighten
A Cascaret
box
you out by morning a
from any drug store will keep your
stomach sweet; liver and bowels regular, and head clear for months.
Don't forget the children. They love
Cascarets because they taste good
never gripe or sicken. Adv.

Ante-Nupti-

ante-nuptia-

-

WILL

SEND WHOLE
COUPS

ante-nuptia-

e

iii Tuberculosis

.

In (he Mny 2.1, 11)12. isNiir if tin;
Jom-liKAnof the Amprfcno
niMnrrd tliix ( NtatcmenC
n
uii rniiiK vnlcium (lliiu-"n
iu flit-- treatment of pulinouMry
tllhercliltkNiM 4UMlllli)flou) I
'1 nili-- r the HyMteiiiulio, continued
mid imtnIs
nt
of
a
aMfeiiulltttion, Vuu ftfKon hiiM
llllnilirr of liix iiaticntit improve, II
an exudation or nnrtinl
Nuiiikition In the hum. nhirh then
tvoulil aiipenr to eontriliute
to the (Milling oil'
unit cIonIiik of the
ICNillUN.
lllllKl in li ii ml with Hi in
of eteutx, the nputuin clear
up of tiiheri-lbacilli, tyhich liiinU,v
are
li,iiiieiir, mid the luilU-iitwith healed pulmonary
Ethical medloal journals seldom
upeak so positively about a remedial
UKent. yet this testimony coinriiieH
with that from many consumptives
who
like results
have secured
through the use of Eckman's Alterative.
Since calcium is a constituent of
this remedy for pulmonary tuberculosis and allied throat and bronchia!
affections, its healing power may in
some measure be attributed to the
manner in which this element is so
combined with other Ingredients as
to be easily assimilated ny the average person and it does not irritate
tne stomach.
Eckman's Alterative contains no
opiates, narcotics or
drups, so It is safe to try. If vour
druggist is out of It, ask him to
order, or send direct to
Kckmnn Laboratory, Philadelphia.
fnd B. G. Murphey and Red Crou

"CASCABET8" ALWAYS

question and a conscientious elderman
has Introduced in the city council an
ordinance to legalize such industry
happily oblivious of the fact that city
ordinances do not go far in modifying
state laws.
The city solicitor, however, holds
that organists and choirmasters,
FOR THE WIFE'S PROTECTION
though working for pay, are not violating the law. "From the time when
David wrote his beautiful psalm for French Law Make Drawing Up ot
the temple service and commanded to.
Contract a Matter
of Highest Importance.
'praise the Lord upon an instrument
3f ten strings, and upon the psaltery,
If an American girl marries a
upon the harp with a solemn sound,'
ill through the ages and down to the Frenchman, or vice versa, and they go
present day," he says, "singing and to live in France, let there always be
l
contractan
But let it
playing on Instruments have been considered a part of divine worship."
be remembered that if no contract has
been signed the consorts, after they
Uvlng Church.
have returned jto France, will find
themselves under the community
Check Kidney Trouble at Once
regime. Every married couple is supThere Is such ready action In Foley posed to make a marriage contract in
Kidney Pills, you feel their healiag France, and If they have not done so
from the very first dose. Backache, the law gives them a contract, which
is the
community, Case and Comweak, sore kidneys, painful bladder ment legal
says.
and irregular action disappear with
The
may he likened
their use. O. Palmer, Green Bay. to a legal community
partnership, but a partnership of
Wis., says :"My wire Is rapidly re- a special kind, in which the husband
covering her health and strength, due is the sole manager and absolute mas
solely to Foley Kidney Pills." O. G. ter, and the wife has no voice in the
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store. management Consequently the hus
band may dispose of all community
Adv.
property without any hinderance. By
community property you must understand all personal property belonging
to the spouses before and after the
marriage. The husband has full and
untrammeled right to cash and squander all interest and dividends, to draw
checks against the community funds,
to incumber or sell at pleasure all real
estate belonging to the community,
lie is the lord and master.
Now, let us take it for granted that
tne French husband is a sterling character, that he Is possessed of high
business ability. But he may be unALL THE TEACHERS
OF THE successful in the management of the
WEST SIDE SCHOOLS WILL
community. He may have debts, and
still be the best man on earth. PreATTEND N. M. E. A.
cisely in the case of debts or unsucmanagement, and because
Santa Fe, Nov. 17. "Not onlv will cessfulis no
there
fraud, the creditors of the
every one of my teacners come but al- community will have the
right to atso a number of our school
directors," tach the community property, even If
writes Superintendent Lou Cohb of it belongs exclusively to the wife, thus
Las Vegas to Secretary John H. leaving her penniless.
Enough has been said, we believe, to
Wagner of the New Mexico Educa
demonstrate
that it Is a wise precautional association.
l
Dona Ana county, which was siimly tion to carefully draw an
contract, minutely describing and rerepresented at Albuquerque last year, citing what property belongs to the
is coming full force this time.
Su- wife, and it is not to be Included In
Iperintenent R. W. Twining of Las the regime of the community.
truces even figures on bringing the
Las Cruces high school or RULE THAT HAS EXCEPTIONS
chestra.
Miss Grace Goebel, county superin Not
Always Well to Place Building
tendent for Luna county, writes, that
Stone as Experts Have Agreed
It Should Be. .,
every teacher of Luna county will
come to the convention.
In modern masonry It is, generally
County Superintendent Jose Monta- the rule that stone used in
speaking,
ner of Taos will pass through Santa
should be go placed that It
Fe on Saturday evening with 50 of his building
will be as it lay in Its natural bod
teachers hound for Albuquerque.
A when quarrii.'d. .This rule is
not, how- -

LAS VEGAS

Lise TrezteerJ

century.

Rhubarb was introduced from Russia in 1573, but did not become popular until the nineteenth century. It
is recorded that a Deptford gardener
Louin 1S10 sent a few sticks
don market, but was unable to fiad a
to-t-

customer.

Cherries were brought over by th
Komans, but ceased to bo cultivated
until one of Henry VII's gardeners r
them. '
Man's First Wings.
The first effort to equip man with
wings that he might fly through tiia
air, says the American Boy, seems U
have been made by Watson E. Quia-b- y,
a Delaware Inventor, who patented
a flying machine many years ago. The
inventor used the bat as the model in:
designing the wings. Previous flying
machines had been constructed, on thi,
balloon principle, but Quinby's apparatus consisted of wings 12 feet in diameter and
in form.
were attached to the limbs ot
the person flying,- nnd the motions
used were very similar to those used
in swimming.
The wings refused to
work, however, and no one ever succeeded in flying with their aid.
,

semi-circul-

The-wing-

.

Andre, the greatest
is

d

athlete,

a war victim; also the swimmer

Estrade and many cyclists, including
Ppulan and Faber.

GIRLS!

TIIICECEN

AND

BEAUTIFY YOUR HAIR
Bring

Back
Its Gloss,
Lustre,
Charm and Get Rid of

Dandruff
To be possessed of a head of heavy,
beautiful hair; soft, lustrous, fluffy,
wavy and free from dandruff is merely a matter of using a little Danderine.
It is easy and inexpensive to hav
nice, soft hair and lots of it Just
get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's
Danderine now all drug stores recommend it apply a little as directed
and within ten minutes there will be
an appearance of abundance; freshness, fluffiness and an incomparable
gloss and lustre, and try as you will
you cannot find a trace of dandruff or
falling hair;, but your real surprise
will he after about two weeks' use.
when you will see new hair fine and'
downy at first yes but really new
hair sprouting out all over your
scalp Danderine is, we believe, tho
only sure hair grower; destroyer of
dandruff and cure for itchy scalp and
it never fails to stop falling hair at
once.

If you want to prove how pretty-ansoft your hair really is, moisten ai
cloth with a little Danderine and carefully draw it through your hair taking one small strand at a time. Your
hair will be soft, glossy and beautiful
in Just a few moments a delightful
surprise awaits everyone who tries
this.

Adv.
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CANAL

THE SUEZ
U-

ing German engineering officers. The
sinking of a few ships or the blowing
be
up of the banks is all that would
"
required to damage the canal.
An additional element of danger to
the canal is the unpopularity of English domination in Egypt and the ill
will of the upper classes, from the
bhedive downward, toward everything
British. '.Much will depend on the effectiveness of the splendidly trained
and well equipped native Egyptian
army of some 30,000 men, good fighters all of them, and who helped the
English to crush the Mahdi and to reconquer the Sudan,-- " If they remain
submissive to their English officers
Great Britain will be fortunate, but
should they break faith England's difficulty in Egypt and along the canal
'will be greatly increased.

IS IN GRAVE

-

DAN
MOVING FORTLRKISH
WARD WITH OBJECT OF
DESTROYING IT
ARMY IS

Washington, Nov. '17. The eyes of
the civilized world are focused today
on the Suez canal, the most vulnerable
and most important polnv ia the huge
British empire. It was just 45 years
ago today that the canal was opened
to the ships of the world, dnd it has
escaped damage during troubulous
times in the Orient Bin today, with
the Turks apparently uprisen and the
defenses of the canal entirely inade
quate, those closest to the European
situation here believe the Ottoman
.power is moving o destroy this great
waterway.
The Suez canal, nearly i miles tn
length, is England's chief line of com
munication "With Australia, with India
and with, her other great dependencies
in the Orient, as well as with her ally,
especially at the present juncture,
Japan. It is a waterway that is even
of gtill greater importance to England,
than the Painama canal is to the "United States. Further than this the expected attack of the Suez canal might
foreshadow a similar move against the
Panama! canal,, in event the United
States found itself involved in the
war.
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X j Duffy's

arrested in any
city of the country for Indecency,

is wholesome.

First Shark It was a great poker
game. We cleaned out three lobsters
;
and a crab.
His Objection.
Sece'nd Shark Lobsters are always
"Generally run down, sir?" queried
the druggist. "Slightly seedy aDd wan essy, but how did you ever get tha
crab?
a good toning up?"
First SharkWhy, you tee, he was
The pale faced customer nodded.
a soft crab.
"Well, I've the vory thing for you

Jenkins' juvenator. Three doses a day
and more if necessary. Fifty a bot
tle."
"No, thanks," said the pale patient.
"But, my dear sir, it's the rage of
the day. Jenkins' Juvenator is the
greatest discovery of modern medi
cine.
It's the rage of the season
Every one is rejuvenating, you might
eay."
les, but I think I'd rather try
something else," replied the customer.
Nonsense' pressed the chemist
"I tell you, Jenkins' Juvenator will
have more effect on you in a single
day than any other medicine could
have in a mouth. It cures everything
from coughs to corns. What's your
objection to it?"
Tvliy, nothing, only I'm Jenkins."
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"Am an old friend of Duffy's Pure Malt
Whiskey. Nothing like it for the old and infirm digestive system. It tunes up and stimulates into healthy action."

John Mitchell,
f

Mac;

sena, N. Y.

J

" Lydia E. Ijmkhara'Jf
Vegetable Compound is :f
wonderful medicine f
expectant mothers. " -- i

Mrs. A. M. MraRS, Got
donville, Mo.

$10.

!
f
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Important
Bear In mind that Chamberlain's !GOODi,'MU&lC3A&!D GOOD PICTURED
WlLL.FEATUREOENTERTAINrablets not only move the'bowl&nlsM
M ENTo
-tmprove the appetite and strbiifctlM
:he digestion. For sale by airdesalersL
-- Adv.
ail: '
Tonight at the Mutual theater u
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Sold in sealed bottles only never in bulk- - W i'.mostMfc?i H
dealers. $1.00 a large bottte. Refuse substitutes accent onlv the orun
1
I booklet and doctor's advice free if you write,
QflHtfi U
I
The Duft'y Malt Whiskey Co., Rochester, K. Y.

j

f

D

terrys

f

"I am very well acquainted with
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey. It is
a pure, palatable Stimulant and is
an ideal remedy for Acute Catarrhal Troubles."

S.St

I

'

M. D.

f'y

Box, Apples
Armour'g,, grape
$h tfl frT..-- ':

fArtjiourjS! iprapjj,

Stomachic"

--

ibs. rtic. --f,,
4 lbs. Rice Scotch fIai:le., j.pkg.
Tryposa,;i j jwf.-20

Little Boy Say, uncle, when you
were traveling through the West did
you scalp any Indians? ?
Uncle Dick No, but I scalped many
a railroad iicuet.

2"C

$i,ob'.v

.Bins

6 lbs, Mexican

"I

V

,

1

h-

M.D.

M. D.

The Arisvcr'r

'"
1

"Your Malt Whiskey has stood
the test of years. Its value is indicated in Tuberculosis and as a

'" V'

The Heater

--

tba Jisdisious usa cf

consider Du fly's Pure. Malt,
Whiskey a valuable st nKi t id
cases of Exhaustion, Goncra! lability and Impaired Din ion."

1

"

" I have treated a number of cases
of Capillary Bronchitis with Duffy's
Pure Malt Whiskey, and it did the
work when others failed."
M.D.

Si

took your Con'

f.

Wise
landlord.

Jiff!

Greatly redttced facsimile of paekage and bottle

"i

pound and have a fin. f
Mr1
strong baby."

23o
small, 3 for
cana W. U PeacheS.$1.80
cans W. L. Blackaj9fciwHfcrA.rfaie program i
Malty bands It high Budtrll orin
$1.80
berries .
tK
ne
wnen
tna
says
1 doz. cans W. L. Pears
$2.15
auipn
&wi i
jUicuiCVr't ft
the best head of any pitoUfr in ,at
,? jAllm puuue:i
1 doz. cans W. I Grapes $1.80
'" fiC
V
bail. .Matty's admirorlVo- 1
, ,I,'1uee 0'ht''
box Prunes,
'
aUUi.U )0 " iruls also w'i.rt.e thourt Mrs. Adol
win, htTTL
1
box Prunes,
$2.85
'.'pliiiio Kohn and the u ,'h .'V.iool Gil IS"
1
box prunes
.$2.50
Glee club, will htlp tiUrUtn the au
1 25-l$2,40
box Peaches
dfrneeand'Ali'-- s Jos. phme O ra1! 1
MbB.
HC 'iT
Lucas County,
1
box Figs
$a.lO
t(
f
wftf yve" a'feading' tbafwiir c.--1
Frank J. : Chetrt?p jiBikes vattt .that
box Pears
$3.00
i
the
ol
woith
.i.iio'
he is senior partner of the firm; f.,l-1
box Apricots
$3.50
v In
of fhf 1'osp'l.il 'W! ti.'i.f. i'
10 lbs. bulk Raisins
J. Cheney and; C0 'dditwbiiBmes-j$1.00
.t
fhe
r'lfKMiy 1 ndijis
jKrform.uito,
the City of oledo'oouufy and state
1 doz.
ukgs. Raisins.$1.10
traction." 'Music 'Will be i
30c
Clam Chowder, large
aforesaid, arid ahijf feafd 'firm' 'will, pay
t'fre JllitHil ffjui p'tcn
fflrnlflM'dJhy
15c
Clam Chowdef, small
tu sum ofjiONEj c HUNDRED ! POL
'1 .start at
fhoi"4
10c
LiRS for eadhanal e'vfery'leasje'of
Jupiter Clams, can
be 10
7'15
in'TT
30c
box Cod Fish
by theu-jx - litwhn3y in
Cf nW ana i 'r,
ehf
25o
of HALIi'3 CATAUItfIl:CTjRE.
Libby's Ketchup, pints
to'iu should lit) Mid iind '.'ifi nil "dou.
, a
Libby's Ketchup, half pints-15- c
e'):.i.e)Frj.ANK)iJ;,lCllENE'',1,
U if -- it Jul- b!p.'V,,i
J' 1.
30c
S w orn t o' 'b e fore me nM ' slrbscn be d
Maple Leaf Jam, 29 oz
25c
Mixed Sour pickles, qts
in my; pre'senee;1 thts Gth."?1 of
.. !Ioft.:ira.(a(itL!pniL...Tolilnty-Kilbane
J
'
,0'
I'SSS; "
Mixed Pickles, sweet and
v vijlii.uit.al-oil I)eri i.iVr 7.
kiop
"
10c
.M'iAI.oWfetlSAfeov1
wCSealV'"-sour, 6 oz
"J, '
eS6taif 'Public.' ''
Libby's Apple Butter, crock.40c
it) IT
30c
Manzanilla Olives, bottle
sf'Cltfarrnl!!Cnre:; f'sl taic'n ihtt t
rood Goes not digest
jour
1
'
gal. Pompeian Olive
Witty atf 3 abtt!lairectly upoti' the blood well and you feel 'blue," tired and
;
90ft
Oil
Olive
aKd
'mtfeousKurfaceS''
'the
gal. Pompeian
of
'systetn. discouraged, vou should nfe a 1'ttie I
Pt. Pompeian Olive Oil, bot-50fW iesttmohials, free.
t"m HERBINEf n't' bedtime! It .or ens th f
Karo Syrup, 10 lb
,5061'
Toirdo, o bowels, purifies tbe" system and re- 9lK,iiteY,iyuJi!do:;
30e
J"
'Fola-by'aT- l
Karo Syrup, 8 IB
stt res 'a' f tne Meeting tiMiealttt and en- flrWkts1,,7rfc
Karo Syrup, 2 lb., 2 for, .f t.fO
con'iH
riiuiHv
inn
rey Jrice 'iiOc. " oilt" 'by Central
j.uto
10
ihiaiy:
'UpWrf'-i-AdvAmerican Beauty Macaroni,
ji 'ti )
Dfiig1 c&s&Ai. kl
270 ;
3 for
American Beauty Spaghetti,
3 for
n
American Beauty Vermacelll, ' j
IJ.
' n
2 "id j
1 '
,
,
3 for
v
,t t
,u
j
.1
' .l 10 II j IU
lOo
Golden Egg Macaroni
Mill
1
1
.ItiiiT
0l'I'9
10 lbs. Compound Lard
8,";
ion f!
5 lbs. Compound, Lard-- ,
-- 506 i
t
!0((:
W.
-.
)
$1.40
10 lbs. Cqlorada,'rd
mjj bus xi,0l'i3l )

Pure .Walt Whiskey

and as a Stomachic"
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How a Vampire Worko.
The vampires of New Guinea ra
fairly large bats, and alight on any
projecting part of the body, in preference the toes, into which they bite
a small hole, from which they proceed to suck the blood. They fan the
wound with their wingsto deaden
the pain, the natives say and the vic
tim seldom awakens before much harm
is done. These horrible creatures
suck as much blood as they can, fly
sway and disgorge it, arid then return
for more. I have several times, says
a writer in the Wide Awake Magazine,,,
seen men in their hammocks covered
with blood, and bo weak that thev
could not Bet tin for duv

1 doz,
1 doz.

The Pugilist- Do you think
get
the money if I made a professional
tour of Ireland?
Newwed
The Manager No; you wouldn't torn. I feel
have any spectators. They'd all want elors. Now,
to be in tbe ring.
a little rent

value is indicated in Tuberculosis

:

fr

Many Women Ion
chi!dnn, but becaaso 1
some curable physic;.!
of this greatest ot all derangement are deprive
happiness.
The women whose names follow
to norma! health v Lyri,a E. Pii.khs5r7.Ve?
bit Compound, Write and ask (hero Ta
i
k,.
rrt

r

After Mr. LeNoir had spoken to the
boys alt the High school, incidentally
learning that about 40 out of 125 boys
had been in Y. M. C. A. buildings,
$100 was quickly subscribed
by the
boya. At Monday noon the total sub
scribed had reached about $55,000. Al
though It may bo necessary to con
tinue the campaign another day every
body feels confident of success, and
the Las Vegas association needs no
longer to feel lonesome and lament
the fact that it is the only Y. M. C.
A in the big state of New Mexico.

case No. 1 Tomatoes,
$1.10
B., per dozen
-- 40c
1 gal. can Blackberries
Libby's. Pork and Beans,,

NO NEED FOR PITY

to

$5

?2.00
S.

1

CAMPAIGN, SAYS SUCCESS
IS CERTAIN

ilLD

Jl

olrlotk-''idtiiUJ-

"If I had Lung Trouble of any
character, I would use nothing but
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey. Its

.

;.20o

B.

I d

-

Professional etiquette forbids our publishing the names and addresses of the doctors who wrote the opinions below. They are
not testimonials but records of physicians observations, a few of
hundreds and you may place the same confidence in them as if
you had personally heard the doctors opinions in consultation.

:

5.90

fi.oo

4S-l-

though the costume would excite no
unfavorable comment in a comic
opera. Harry Siebert Smith, the
"new chief," headed the cast. He
postrayed his character naturally and
wen. me man wno iook tne part or
the sailor was good, but the two worn
en did not ehow such ability as ac
tors. The play has a good effect, as
it calls attention to considerable hypocrisy on the part of modern reform
ers. It sets one thinking along salu
tary lines, and its effect, on the whole,

id the Experiences cf

:

-

plig. Star Naptha Washing
Powder
20c
1 pkg, Borax ChipB
10o
4 pkgs. Argo Starch
..25c
1 case Diamond C Soap
53.20
7 bars Diamond C
Soap.25c
i case Lenox Soap
3.50
6 bars Lenox Soap
25c
1 case Bob White Soap
3.50
6 bars Bob White Soap
25c
1 case Crystal White Soap?3.75
t bars
Crystal Wrhite Soap 25c
1 bar
Scouring
5c
Soap
1 lb. pkg. Arm & Hammer
Soda,
3 for
25c
8 sacks Table Salt .,
25c
2Mb, sk. Pikes Peak FIour90c
sk. Pure Quill Flour.fl.45
80c K. C. Baking Powder
60c
50c K. C. Baking Powder
40o
25o IC C. Baking Powder
20c
15c K. C. Baking Powder
lOo
10c K. C. Baking Powder,
2 tor .
15c
No. 1 cans King Bird, Sal
mon, per dozen
$1.20
No. 1 cans Pride of Ocean
Salmon, per half dozen ?1. 45
No. 1 cans Pride of Ocean
80o
Salmon, per half dozen
1 case O. G. Corn
.?2.00
1 dozen O. a. Corn
fl.10
1 case W. I Tomatoes
$2.40
1 dozen W. L. Tomatoes
$1.25
1 case, No. 1 Tomatoes, S.

of the play would be
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THE ALBUQUERQUE

An interesting letter has
just been
received at the Y. M.
A. from former Secretary Phil' II. LeNoir
regard
ing the campaign for a Y. M. C. A. In
It is doubtful If a more
Albuquerque;.
interesting campaign has ever ban
conducted. The workers have given
pralctically all of their time, in addl- tJon to their liberal cash donations.
Women havei called at headquarters
repeatedly and offered their assist
ance. Young boys have given from

AVENUE

24 TB.

16 lbs. Sugar
1 can Dustbane

Indigestion
4

NATIONAL

sack Sugar

1

Br onchitis

JJ- l-
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FOlt CASH OHLY

EBfllKO' MOV.

unercuiosis

i

SNApS

I

m

m

Jim

Hum

INVENTORY!

In a little book dnsitrned for Mtpftclant
mothers, more completo instruction Is
given in the use of "Mother's Friend."
This is nn external embrocation applied
to the abdominal muscles for the purpose
of reducing the strain on ligaments, cords
and tendons.
In thus bringing- relief and avoiding
It
pain great good Is accomplished.
serves to ease the mind. Indirectly has a
most beneficial effect upon the nervous
system and thousands of women have
First Mosquito I hear il.at you bit
delightedly told how they were free of
nausea, Jiai no morning1 sickness and Miss Billion de Swell on the cheek las!
went through the ordeal with most remarkable success. "Mother's Friend" has night?
Second Mosquito Sure, fiay, it war-abeen growing in popular favor for more
awful bore.
than forty years. In almost every community are grandmothers who used it
First Mosquito Really?
themselves, their daughters have used It
Second Mosquito Yes; these en
and they certainly must know what a
blessing it is when they recommend It trances into swell society ure, I guess
so warm' . Strictly an external application
it has no other effect than to ease the
POKER SHARKS
muscles, cords, tendons and ligaments
involved hence is perfectly safe to use by
all women. It is used very successfully
to prevent caking of breasts.
"Mother's Friend" ' Is prepared in the
laboratory of Bradfleld Regulator Co.,
404 Lamar Hlug., Atlanta, Ga,

Relief Hay Be Obtained !y Sufferers From.
mm

J

,
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Chicago, Nov. 17. Delegates from
chambers of commerce, commercial
clubs and city governments of the

That the move o the Turks and
their German friends is of a very serious character it would be idle to deny.
There is abundant evidence that Germany hats long been preparing for the
present fray; and American military
men concede that one of her natural
moves against England would be to
incite a Turkish attack on the Suez.
And it is ta!ken for granted here that place.
the Ottoman invaders are picked men,
officered by Germans'. It is announc
ed that the invading force is 15,000 NEW CHIEF OF POLICE
men; but, judging from reports of big
mobilization In Syria the number
IS OECIDEDLY FRANK
available may be ten times that
figure.
In the Aral) rebellion of 18S2, which
IT IS A CAUSTIC ARRAIGNMENT
was brought to a close by the bomOF SINCERE BUT MISGUIDED
bardment of Alexandria and by the
REFORMERS
the
English victory at
insurgents- - were restrained from inThe New Chief of Tollce" a one- juring the canal in any way by old act playlet, was put on at the Mutual
Ferdinand da Lesseps, upon whose theater last night. The play dealt
good will they counted to secure for with the inqulty of the modern so
them the recognition of the great
ciety woman, in respect to dress, gampowers of Europe in event of success, bling, drinking and smoking. It was
and clemency if they, failed. England somewhat crudely frank in its pornever gave sufficient credit to de Les- trayal of these evils, being more like
seps for his services, and chose to a report of a committee on vice inregard the canal as adequately pro- vestigation than a play presented be
tected,
fore an audience consisting largely of
Today it is doubtful whether all the!cniiurerii The idea was good, out it
warships England could spare from was expressed in a rather ,;raw" manher Mediterranean fleet would be ade- ner. The evils treated were greatly
quate to prevent the partial destruc- exaggerated, especially that of dress,
tion by the picked Turkish troops un- for a person appearing in a gown simder the leadership of clever and dar- - ilar to that worn by the society girl

PRE- -

I

AWFUL BORE

TH?.

AT
PAPENS STOR.E

BOOST COMMERCE

ports of the Great Lakes gathered
here today to perfect a permanent
organisation for the promotion of
lake commerce. The organization is
known as the Great Lakes Waterways
the enconference, and judgmg
thusiasm shown at the meeting, the
of the lake ports is an
assured success.
It is the object of the conference
to secure the concerted action of its
members upon all matters related to
the commerce of the Great Lakes:
to promote the mutual welfare of
ef
the ports; to secure
fort to preserve and increase the lake
tonnage- - and to get together on 1mand
the
for
nrovements
waterways
ports of the Great Lakes.
Fully a hundred organizations were
represented this morning when the
meeting opened at tbe La Salle ho
tel. Henry W. Hill, chairman, deliv
ered an adresg on the purposes and
n
of the organization.
outlook
was general among the delegates present, and tomorrow the election of important boards will fake
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be drawn on by Kurope for
bread, for on account of the tropic
heat and the weavii wheat coma not
he shipped by way of the Cape. Tfet
on the other hand the lurge ehipment
of grain from India has contributed
to the causes of the frequent faminfes
there. The canul company charged
10 francs per ton for toll. Though In
1870 500 vessels used the canal .It
failed to pay expenses and continued
to run behind for- some years. The ENLISTS AID OF CORPORATION
canal from the beginning was neutral-ieCOMMISSIONER WILLIAMS
b"t la ilSSS representatives of all
TO GET IT
the principal nations of Europe met
ft. convention and formally ratified
Santa Fe, Nov,. 1 7. Albuquerque
.
me ueuuituey,
,..us must have the same stop over privi
mi
the right to declare that this neutral- - leges as are given Santa Fe. Ims- it y should not interfere with her con-ti.Vizi's ai'Sf-too, are to
of Iviypt..
benefit by Acting Chairman Hugh H.
Toda - the canal ha" tmdergoiMt, f Williams ol the state
corporation
treat Improvements, if has an aver commissi&n intervening in; their beage depth of nine meters and
half.
Williams today addressed the
width of 65 meters at the bottom following letter to General Passenger
iiietweqn. TSort 'Said and tihe Great
Agent J. M. Connell of the A T." &
Hitter Lake and from the lake to S. F. at Topekai, Kansas:
;v i?
meter. To
Suez an average, of 77
'We have received numerous com- make thqsa (improvements J 00,000,- plaints respecting the matter of sum000 francs were expended. Jlad they mer
and winter tourist rates trora
not been made within the last ten eastern: points to
points in New Mexyeare, the Panama canal would now ico, and to transcontinental destina-Honstake from the Suez canal a great
It has been alleged that on
The Suez can tickets from eaistern
buSki of its tra'de.
territory to the
t
(Tiiom-drawing Pacific coast that the town of Albu
ipassi grest steamer
of water
a depth of 28 to 29
querque has been and is now being
and with their searchlights they may discriminated, against in the matter
easily navigate the canal a night of stop over privileges. It is stated
and pass each other at many points.
that, 4ft some instances such priviThe passage is now effected in 16 leges, are accorded the town of Sainta
hours. The improvements entail Fe and are denied
It
Albuquerque.
that caused the
ed an expense
further stated that the state
hseon
Fn-neCanal
company, a large of Colorado has
preferential rates and
number of whose shares were held stop over
which are not
privileges
by the khedive of Egypt, to lose aranted this
and while we have
gtate,
control of the canal to the British
ujo cheeked over all the tariffs govgovernment. But France, having with- erning' traffic
mentioned, we have
drawn from Egypt, Greut ISritain In noted that in some instances the
1904 agreed fully to the stpuMion
are well foundeel. We have
that athe canal should he a neutral had this matter up with
you previoushighway during war as well as dur- ly and with Mr, John H. Byrne, and
this agreement we shall
Had
ing pence.
appreciate your kindly going
been in effect in 1898, Spain could Into the entire
situation and favoring
have used the canal to send her hea- us with an outline of the
privileges
vy fleet to Manila to attack Dewey.
granted the state of Colorado and also
Russia In her war with Japan used the cities of La Vegas, Santa Fe and
the canal to seed u ten jDaitjioi fleet Albuquerque in the matter of
stop
The canal toll over
to the1 China sea
and If any portion of
privileges
same as
is now $1.20 ier ton
this state is discriminated against,
that of Panama, In 1912, 5,373 ves- wilt you not. take the
necessary action
sels navigated .the canal, the total to remove such discrimination? We
receipts being 139,000,000 francs and shall very much appreciate your gothe expenses 47,000,000.
ing into this matter thoroughly hi order that we may be rn a position to
reply to complainants intelligenfjy,
"ilYSTESY OF EDWIN
and we shall appreciate your earlyF;j.e3-vict- !
'
in the matter.''
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Bridge Street
A SlLiNSAI lONAL SUCCESS
"The New Ch'ef of Police?"
Another Montague Success.

Did you see

WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER I8th
by the Harry Siebert Smith Co.

'

.

.Editor

-

THE CONVICT
THE WARDEN

d

Entered, &J. the postofflce at Jsast
Las' Vegas, New Mexico, for trans- puission through the United States
lEiaUs as second class matte.

TWO SEASONS

SUCCESS

pa ra

otlmr-towns,
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One Year
Six Months

1.00

Subscriptions.)
Remit by check, craft or money
order. If sent otherwise we will not
be .responsible, for lossjfc
Specimen copies free on application.
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SHO. PING

"ight now is a. good opportunity for
ting into practice the "buy it at, DHODD" AT PHOTOPLAY
j..;ae" idea. With the approach of I
tm Christmas season the big mail HIGH CLASS DICKENS PRODUC,.r.ler houses flood the small cities
TION IN FIVE REELS WILL
and towns with, their catalogues and
BE THE OFFERING
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r
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the death of Corpora Philip Maasar
and the injury of the driver, died this
morning at San Rafael hospital. The
trooper suffered ca breiken a'rm and in- tcrnal injuries.

WAR
(Continued From Page One.)
"Wednesday, the etevenrn, w55 a
day of desperate fighting. As day
broke, the Germans opened fire on
our trenches to the north and south
of the road from Menin to TpreBl
This probably was the most furious
artillery fire which they had employed
against us. A few nours later they
followed this by an assault in force.
This attack was carried out by the
First and Fourth brigades of the guard
corps, which have been sent to make
a supreme effort to capture Ypres,
since that task had proved teio heavy
for the Infantry.
"A- - the atlackens surged feirward,
they were met .by our frontal fire, and
since they were moving diagonally
across part of our front they were also attacked on the flank by artillery,
rifles and machine guns. Though
their casualties must have been enormous, such was their resolution and
the momentum of the mass, that in
resistance of our
spite of
breaking
troops, they succeeded
through our line in three places. They
penetrated some distance into the
woods behind our trenches, but were
exunter-attackeand enfiladed by ma
chine guns and driven back to their
line of trenches, a certain portion of
which they succeeded in holding. The
number of dead left in the woods be
hind our line aleine amounted to 700.
A simultaneous effort made in the
south failed entirely. The fighting to
a great extent was carried on at close
It was most desperate and
ejuarters.
.
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One, of

popular

patterns in Gorhum
tauie silver-- .
ware gjLunds with
I ,''theb('8tpRxluctB
a:
of the Middle
Georgian Period.
iTjiedosiirnerBof
that time were
.

impres-- -

!"tronfrfy"

sed with pure
Greek and Itoman
forms, invariably
avoiding the rococo, the fantastic and the ornate.
This new Gorham

pattern,.; modeled

upon these standards, attracts by

its

classic

(

sim-

plicity and is especially appropriate to Colonial
'

and Georgiau

rools.
'i'ivssv'a,n,n
Made in Ster- VV

only, ' and
Stamped
with the

t
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Trade

Marks

Lion, Anchor and
letter 6

I

Hi
Which insures

and
quality
01

,

purity

i

design

TAUPERT

J J JEWELER
Las Verjas
;

to
cent off, prices fipntinued to decline. The close was firm, at the sam
as last night to a,, sixteenth off.
Oats turned down ward with wl(ieat

and com.
Liberal anival of hogs made provisions easy. The closing quotations
weer as follows:
,
,
Wheat, Dec. l.j'4; iviay'y.ZlVs.
Corn, Dec. 67 Hi May 7,1,
'

Oats, Dec.
Pork,' Jan.

43'

..May

5J';

$18.701;,

May
Lard, Jan. $10.22; May $io"32.'
Ribs, Jan. ?7.Ori;'''May .l0.30.

MARKETS
CHIICAGd

KANSAS

BOAR t) OF TRADE

17. After 3 little
. Chicago,
Nov.
firmness at the outset today, Wheat
showed a tendency to sag. Opening
prices, which ranged from y8 to
cents higher,." ware followed hy a moderate setback all around. The close
was steady
eo
cent above
last night.
Ideal weather for husking, grading
and shipping put the bears in control
of the corn market. After opening

CITY LIVE

.

STOCK

Kansas City, November 17. Hogs,
receipts 2,81)0. Market lower. Bulk
$7.50S 7.90;' heavy $7. GO'S 7. SO; pigs
$6.r.0'?(7.r,t).

Cattle, receipts lfi,000. Market steaPrime fed steers $10 tl. western
steers $79.75: calves $fi.5010.25.
Sheep, reiceipts 6,000. Market strong
Lambs $8.259.35; yearlings $6,50
7.75.
dy.

James Fraak, head of the Michigan
league, says the minors are tired of
being baseball goats.

"

v s
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A.

The

a

WHOLE NORM SEA

iSinM

Store of Quality

E. Las Vegas.

L

CHALLENGE SALE

PRICES

I
,

Will Continue.

,

he Week
'

VQincn
'

"

'

'"

;

v

and

specially

Svfs Worth $23.53 up to
$25.00 are selling for only

1

Mi.-s- c

s

'

.

,

.kcd

SJAs Worth $23 an-- i 27.00
er?' srl'inil for only

See Those "flaish" Comfort;

Worth $4.oo
That we are specializing nt

S3.19
Did you profit by Bacharach's CJ ' "
PricesSatu relay and Alondav? If

missed some real

j

1

:

t-

money-makim-

.

Scattered bodies of the enemy who
had penetrated into the woods in the
rear of our position coutd neither go
backward nor forward and wore near
ly all killed or captured. The portion
of the line to the southeast of Ypres
held by us was heavily shelled, but
did not undergo any serious infantry
attack. That occupied by the French, BRITISH GOVERNMENT SAYS ?IT
and ; t IS COMPEtLED TO TAKE if
however, , was both I'Miibarded
SUCH, ACTION
fiercely assauted. On Jhej fwst of our
bornDard-men- t
nsual
save
the
for
front,
all was eeunparatively quiet.
London, Nov. 17. Premier' Asquith
On the rljrht one of pur trenches was stated in, the hMs of oiptujiiijo4ay
tliat the British govern nieiithad deocx&iklb foyMh n&Wthe cided ''to declare 'the .whole 'of the
as It ;
North Sea-tcharge .ere tfudluwl-'Siftvfcrar-Gelhlh'&brei,
5
'
man vera hle'wjrj ifejf pieces; ;' ,5"
All suWjJctf ''thyenwny 'found'' ? on
"T ''sday, November 12, was mark neutral, vessels, the prime minister altit fightmgjall so said; would he liable to detention
ed hy ?'i partiai-iunfith hirtli a Ger as prisoners of war. Mr. Asquith also
alonij our lineC
man force which
hadi7,fos,iea .the announced that oil and copper would
Yser and eutrenched on the left bank be declared contraband of war.
was annihilated by a night attack with
rteffer:.! to manes the prtemier said
the bayonet, executed Tjy .th', French. the Germans had resorted to indisSlightly to the south, the enemy was criminate, mine laying In the North
ot a sea without regard to peaceful shipforced back for thre
em ourieft
the ping and without warning. The purmile.
French were "strongly attacked and pose clearly was the furtherance ot no
driven back a short distance, cur ex definite military operations, but to
treme left having to conform to this endanger British trade. These mines
movement.
Our allies soon recovereu unquestionably had been laid
by fishthe gronnd they had lost, however, and ing vessels disguislwd as neutral, the
this enabled us to advance.
premier said. The mines were not so
"To the southeast of Ypres the en- - constructed as to neceime harmless
enemy 3 snipers weer very active, un when loosed from
their moorings,
uur center and ru:ht the enmity's bom neither were
they kept under obserbardment was maintained, hut nothing vation. No steps had been
taken to
vv,"'n'-"f HcM not occurred
war
fihtps of this, danger.
Consequently the terms, of The Hiisrue
Allies Report Successes
cenvention of 1507 have leen v!o- was given tnt'-ei- .
Paris. Nov. 17. Tbrn
r

,

1

has been resumed with greater violence than in the preceding days. On
the canal to' the south of Dixmude
the action of our artilley checked the
work that the Germans were endeavoring to carry out to keep down the
inundations
The enemy was corn- pelled to evacuate a portion of liis
trenches which had been filled hy the
water.
"Two attacks of German infantry,
one to the south of Bixsehoote and
the other to the south of Ypres, resulted In failure. On one side we have
made progress between IMxschoote
and the canal. Between Armentiercs
and La Baissee there has been an ar
with great
tillery duel, conducted
'
spirit.
"In the Aisne certain German de
tachments 'which endeavored to cross
the river In the vicinity of Vailly were
either driven back or destroyed.
"On our positions on the right bank
oi the Aisne, lip stream from Vailly,
the're has been violent cannonading.
This, applies- nlso to the Rheimw re
gion, and. several shells have fallen
on the city of .Rheims.
In the Argonne tnere have not
been any infantry engagements. We
blew up with mines a certain number
of German tranches. On the heights
of the Meuse, to the south of Verdun,
we have., made advanceg at several
points.
"In the region of St. Mihie l we have
take nposaessiem of the firt houses
ofihe village of Chauvoncourt.
"Tliese hotiseis served as barracks
for the St. Mihiel garriaon. This village of Chauvoncourt is the only pomt
of support still held hy the Germans
on the left bank of the River Me it self this locality.
' On the rest of the front there
has
been nothing at 'mjiortance to report."

HIPPING

vO-j-

e

out in Paris this afternoon the following official communication:
"From Neiuport to Dixmuele and in
the region of Ypres, the cannonading

.
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reels of feature motion pictures
"
Bi Acts of Superior Vaudeville
First Show 7:15 P. M.
Doors open at 6:43
1
PRISES 10 siasi 2Cc

I

iiUrature. They are smart, because
they get their wares before the 'pubat Phetoplay theater THE Y. M. C. A.
MAKES ELABOR-PLANlic a Jong time, usually, before the willTonight only
be shown "The Mystery of Edwin
ATE
FOR THANKS.local .merchants make their Christ- Drood."
featuring Tom Terriss. This
GIVING SPREAD
.aias displays. They get their adver-- f
a dramatization ot a work by
ttMns in the big mgaZ1ne8 several
ha(j beea fUfflf,d by
Thaulisgfvlng Day is one of the
weeks before, Christmas: usually De- - the Shulert-Bradcombination and
days during the year when every man
fore the local merchant has thought the result is said tey hsve'liett-highlit worth' while to make any announce- satisfactory. It takes five: reels to likes to put his feet under his own
ment of iwhat he will have to offer tell the story, and it is said that the table, but there are thousands and
thousands of young men who will not
to the holiday trade.
spectators do not find the perform- have this chanee. The next
thing to
"fall"
for
follows:
often
A
the people
ance tedious.
Quite
synopsis
it will be the dinner served
by the
this line ot stuff and send away for A young couple, Edwin. Drood and lv. M. C. A. to which
man away
every
mararticles they intend to use as Christ Rosa Kudd, are engaged to be
V member or not, is
j from home,
ruas gifts. When the lecal merchants !ried. This is not a jove affair, nut a
invited.
The
secre
send-awamarriage of convenience, according taries say that the more who turn
display their wares these early
the last expressed wish of their out the better the dinner will be. All
shoppers find they coulel have
home
articles
same
the
They, however, are very-fon- of the mince and
at
parents.
purchased
4
pumpkin pies are to
of each other in a phuonic way; be
.
jit the same or less , price.
and every other part
The Optic suggests to its read'Ts but John Jasper, a young uncle of of the dinner will be made as nearly
that they make a resolution to buy Edwin IrooeL leader of the choir and like home as possible. The Y. JI. C.
ot Cloistesrham
cathedral, A.
helr Christmas gifts in Las Vegas eirganist
to make this the best dinner
t
.i
n
.1
.j
lo
'uw"i
" "" everplans
found
lUIlu,'RU"n
will
be
3a the end this policy
served to men away from home,
tor and a
to be the more satisfactory. It will in love sowiin Kosa. ins pasBion
glance at the proposed menu
him
drives
that
it
intense
is
her
liable purchasers to see what they
will satisfy you on this point:
to despair, and, In secret, he seeks
are getting, he assuml of getting
Ambrosia
sedace in opium and practices this
Rico Soup
what thfry order on time, purchase at
Turkey
vice in all manner of low places. A
Salted Wafers
stores that personally stand behind
man, called Neville Landless,
Wives
their goods, and in the, end it will not young
p
Celery
is also in love with Rosa and his feel- Koast
Youn
and Dressing
tio any more expensive than doing
Turkey
of jealousy and enmity to Drood
ings
i
Christmas shopping by catalogue.
Cranberry Saue'e!'
are, at all times, inflamed secretly
Mashed Potatoes
In a few days Christmas gifts
J
by John Jasper. There is a quarrel
Fried Sweet Potatoes
lugin to occupy prominent plaoes in after dinner one night at Jasper's
Peas
Hot Reills
nitrchof
live
the
advertisements
the
house, and that .night Edwin Drood
;
Pineapple !e lV
xmts. Study them just .as .carefully
,:
y,'
arousdisappears. Jasper immediately
Fruit , alada. and , Wafers
as you do the cataltues of mail or- es the village to suspect Neville Lund-less- ,
Mince Pie
make
Pumpkin Pie
your
der houses,
rjr)
who, the morning after Drood'8
...
.
.Coffee.
,,,
mirchasefl.
a
for
tne
left
village,
disappearance,
and
JS'ufs',
.
.Mjnts.'
sulking tour. A warrant is
In addition to he dinner, toasts and
oacn.
unargea
and Seville is orcugnt
THE SIT E35 CANAL
snappy after dinner speeches will help
wifli tVio nnirdpr h.-- is imnrisoned. No
to make everybody
.
and
Forty-fivyears ago today Ferdinand
t hand
happy.
.
Suez
of
the
m Ussepps, the builder
drasrsed. but with no re. '
Tickets for this dinner will cost 30
.
u?ial, in company mim impress Euthe meantime Neville's sis er cents.
The association wants the coof France, hegai. the voyage on'Hel(,na disappt.ars, and shortly after
of every good citizen in Las
operation
followedthe
canal,
the Aigle through
mybterloHg 8trauger, under the nama
Veigas In extending this invitation.
nationalities.!
various
of
68
vessels
Cloister-Im
Mf hatchery, appears
ly
If you know of some yemng man who
took them three days to reach Suez;ham takeg rooms near Joi,& jasper,
can't
afford this dinner. do a humani..: li eastern enci, ana ,r,oi.i....i v.a.. an(j (,ommPnces secret inquiries.
1
tarian
act and present him with a
tu
time n
to the
.
, , l,l;..-- t'i
ticket. It would he a good thing to
T lip new cai ll
r
o the opium den which John Jaspi-take teck of your employes and
1
?rs deep with
(
in 1j n ' m also shadows Jasper,
the, Y. M. C. A. secretaries about
H e i
i'2 meter
is at. tins exc ltinsr period that '.lie
the
men who should he invited.
young
n
1 by the death e
This
is not a
propeifd- J
e.f
i nil tv sinner
t.'Ul.
f r s
nsirt'el to fit in
t ef
of this t.toiy. In
INJURED SOLDIER DIES
screen, Mr.
in
vifAV.
own
co.i h
Trinidad, Colo., Nov, 17 Sereeant
Hie lest
t..
Harold Howard of Troop K. Eleventh
t
lTted States cavalry, fradly inhirrd
t
t
t
.he
a wfck ago vhen
on automobile
t
or war nows.
putifctfi ocr an PiuDariluw-nr-

?

Sons-l)ance- r.
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..Main
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GRAci!
WILSON
MJ3SComedienne
aud Aonsense.
in
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TELEPHONES
Business Office.
News Department

'

tuuuiuuuj,
p
picture but a fjreat dramatic story played by

Eccentrique

"The Germans succeeded in laying
a mine field off the north coast of
s
trora
Irelalnd, on the main
America tp Liverpool, via the north
of Ireland. More peaceful mercha nt
ships were blown up and more lives
were lost.
"These mines, could not have- - been
laid by any German ship of war or
by any vessel flying the German flag.
They could only have been laid by
seme merchant yesseln under a nii- tral, flag, which must have come alon ?
the trade route as if for the purpose"
of peaceful commerce.
''''The' menace to peaceful shippirig
presented by- - these wholly illegal
methods of waging war ts so great
that the government has ieen com- pelle;d to adopt the only ;possible
means of protection, namely to declare the whole North sea a military
area and to restrict all shipping crossing It to a narrow passage along
which the strictest supervision can
be exercised.
...
"A crossing to the coasts of Great
Britain and neutral countries has
thus been made as safe as it is in
the power of tho Brjtish navy to make
it. His majesty's government is fully
aware ojf '.jthe anxiety ot the United
States and other neutral countries on
these subjects and trusts that Ms
policy will be fully understood. It is
confident that public opinion In neutral countries will appreciate its earnest desire that there should be no 111
feeling with neutral trade. Any interference by the British navy is solely to prevent goods from reaching the
enemy that would increase its power
in the) war against the British and allied forces."

;'

1

trade-.route-

Sdecial Added Fea.ture

com-plain-

are guaranteed the
and
dailv
weekly circulation
largest
of any newspaper in northern New
Mexico.

.k

"
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After a number of neutral fishing
and merchant vessels and many lives
had been destroyed hy these German
mines, Mr, Agquith said, the government had been forced to adopt coun-tt- r
measures tp cope with this German policy of mine laying combined
with submarine activities,
"A mine field was therefore laid
across the southern portion if the
North sea," said Premier Asrjuith, "in
such a way as to guard the approaches
to the English channel. ihie public
warning was given in accordance with
The Hague convention the last wek
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READY-TO-WEA-

a worry on your mind? Do you wonIS WASH
To
week
how
W,eek
to
you will get the TASK performed
der from
to
one
no
have
find
gtftrti
and
then
you
you"'
things steaming early
help you do your washing?
our pric'ps on "wet washing" and "rough dry."
r r

Let, us

Our Greatest Ambition s d
sfore
known. V8
Grande Cloththat sells the Finest. Highest
"
ing obtainable.

worry..

I,

r

;

1201 Natlomvl Ave

In order to have it known as" that
kind of a store we 'must first
MAKE IT that kind of a store.)

"

,

i
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Powers of Ocate was visiting

15.

i

,

CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.09

,

M, Cunnlnaham. President.
Frank Springer,

s

0

.

.

C&PSTAL STOCK

Frid-enstin-

a,

Frid-enstin- e

harmon-Earickson-

non-unio- n

(

U
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v
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OFFICE WITH THE SAN MIGUEL NATIONAL BANK
' f

WM, G. HAYDON
H. W. KELLY
D. T.

i.

.

.

HOSKINS.,

j ..President
4

!.

:

Vice-Preside-

-

Treasurer
i i

'

'

INTEREST PAID

ON DEPOSITS

11

ELKS WILL

The United States will hoid the several million dollars in customs collected at Vera Cruz until a stable government is established In" Mexico, and
will not turn It over to the French

HAVE

STRENGTHENED

bondholders.

President Wilson said the money
would be delivered to. neither faction
in Mexico under present conditions,

LIW

:

,

son-in-la-

Hoskln, Cashier.

LAS ;VEGAS SAVINGS BAfJK

GREENBERGER

i

D. T,

lA. VEGAS
INTEREST PAID OJNT TIME DEPOSITS

LOOK OVER OUR. FALL AND
OVERCOATS
LINE OF

.

.

$50,000.00

J- -
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S. E. Lombard of La Junta was here
on business today.
S. H. Grigg of Denver waa here this
morning on business.
R. G. Sutherland arrived today from.
..i I''
Albuquerque on business.
N.'
,M.,
W. H. Godlova of Amlstad,
was visiting here today.
C. H. Pugh, a Denver business man,
came in today for a short stay.
George H. Bedford arrived today
.from Denver, on a business trip.
Mrs. W. Metrsching of Lamy arrlv-e- d
in town tod.y on a short viBit.
Victpriano Padilla, a rancher of San
Ignaoio, came in this morning ou
'"
' '' '
business.
Cipriano Lnjan,, a sheep raiser of
Sabinosa, was Ih 'town this, morning
on business. ' J '
.(. 8. Oyerstrect o Trinidad, Colo.,
was a business visitor here last night
and this morning
Dick Cleveland came In today from
Watrous. '! lfe' 'will be hero a short
time on' business." ' '
g
Mrs.' BV M.' Lyon, who has been
here for some time, left today for
her home in Albuquerque.
Mr. 'and Mrs:. S. II- - Hicks of Gales-Tjur111, are in town visiting their
and daughter, Mr. and 51m
'
M. T. Ferris.
...
S. M, fttauer,' who has been a mechanic'
the Santa! Fe round house
for several years, will leave tonight
for California and Oregon, in one of
-which states he will locate

SURPLUS

N."f

"

'

'

he re. today.

"

'

i
'
Winton
"Six"
car passed
large
mmmmmmmammmmm
i
through here today on its way from
Chicago to Los. Angeles.
This we have done, and the me
MrSj. F. O. Blood
Teturned from
ditim through which we hare
;
Kansas today. She' has been visiting
i
iii Kansas City and Topeka for the!
accomplished this is Hart Schaf-"
'
past two months.
.Jher and Marx Clothes. ,
1
F. M. Anson and Charles Stone pas
sed through, here this morning on their;
way from Topeka, Kan., to San Diego,- They are traveling 6n motorclycles Ji
...
AND
K. Matheny of Pueblo, Colo ,'arriv--'
SUM S w
VINTER
ed here today. Mr. Matheny is rep
:
resenting the publishers of Collier's
Weekly. lie expects to remain here',
'
a week.
.
D. Stewart left for Los Angeles last
night. Mr. Stewart is connected with
the loss of saloon licenses during the
FUNERAL
FRIDENSTINE
the Albuquerque branch of Gross,
period of enforced prohibition, ths
John
of
funeral
Fridemtine,
The
&
Kelly
Company. He has been here
'
who died yesterday, will occur tomor- principality had run deeply into debt
on business.
At the meeting it was decided to levy
James Reynolds, the boy who is un- row afternoon at 2 : 30 o'clock from the
an assessment, which will bring the
der suspended sentence for circulat- chapel of J. C. Johusen, & Son. Rev.
of
Milton
First
Harris
the
J.
Baptist total tax paid by property owners up
ing fictitious checks, left Lais Vegas
will to 57
mills,, the hignest rate In the
will
.Interment
officiate.
church
last night for his home in Terre
was decided also to dis
state.
Jt
Fellows'
and
be in the Odd
cemetery
Hautei, Indiana.
'Mr. Frideftstine was past noble charge the police force, reduce the
as
Ben Taylor, W.' ii. Holland and H.
of the local lodga of the order street lighting by half ap abolish the
E. Mackennjg were' in Las Vegas this grand
f
salary,
Odd
Fellows will conduct the towji clerk's
the
':.
morning.
They are memWrs of the
services at the grave.
of the
bridge building department
WASHINGTON IS NEXT
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Hindman, the
Santa Fe railroad.
Nov. 1?. The state of
Washington,
brother-in-laMr.
of
sister
and
'
Candy" Jones of Denver, a nationwill be placed
Washington
iprobably
arrived last night from Pasa-lenal figure among the confectionery
under
because
of the disk
quarantine
Cal., for the funeral. Mr.
dealers, came into town today. He
of cases, of the fool and mouth
covery
sistwo
other
is
survived
by
will be here for several days, calling
diseases near Spokane. An inspector
on the local candy trade in behalf of ters and' three brothers, who, hpw; there
reported that he believed the
tlie
the Rood Candy company of Puvhlo. ever'will not beI..- able toiii attend
infected cattle had been (shipped west
finieiral.
.
P. C. Earickson of the firm of
from the Chicago stock yards.
Earickson & Sabin or Albuquerque,
LAFAYETTE RETRENCHES
came in today to take charge of the
CANADIAN BANKER DEAD
local branch of the concern. He will
Lafayette, Colo., Nov. 17. Strikers
Toronto, Ontario, Nov. 17. D. B
stay here till January 1 or longer. Mr. and
miners met in
citi-Ffe
is
Vilkie,
session
general manager of the Im
Phoenix, ious
headquarters
last night with other
zens of this coal mining town to dis-- perial Bank of Canada and president
formerly resided here.
jcuss public finances.! Owing to condi- of the Canadian Bankers' association,
tions growing out of the strike and dted of pneumonia here today '
?jb8crlbe for The Optic.
A
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and indicated that only a government
recognized by the United States would
SEVERAL NORMAL STARS
WILL receive the money. He feels that rePLAY IN GAME AGAINST
sponsibility for which faction gets
For Fall and Winter should b
control of Vera Cruz after its evacuaTHE Y. M. C. A.
tion by American troops does not rest
ordered now. ' ,
j j
Last night the Elks held their first withthff (United States. No confirmaWe
a
have
tion
was
compieta line tf for-u- n
received of reports that. Vilpractice in reparation for the ThanksL
li
had
of
to
BChedaled
football
with
leave
Mexico.
giving game
promteed
and domestic suitings,
g
the Y. M. C. A. team. The Y. has
generously) donated the use of the as
Fighting at Naco
all ths latest weaves, and I
sociation gym to the Elks for. pracNaco, Ariz., Nov. 17. Both the
a
at right prices. it,
and Hill forces resumed firing
tice, and Manager Blood assures patrons of the pigskin game that he has early today, and a stray bullet, flying
Pressing, cleaning and repairing
a likely crowd of athletes and that over the American border, struck
i
tlie Y. team will have to go some to Mrs. A. P. Krohn, wife of a Southern
receive special leyire.
Pacific official, In the head. The
hang anything on his huskies.
.
Following the showing made by the wound is not serious.
:
it
Y against the Normal last Saturday
i'Mrsi. Krolm and her husband had
Elk stock has taken a sudden bobpt, abandoned their residence near the i
!
and, there are many who dow"'. confi United States custom house last Fri
dently predict an Elk. victory. The day, after it had been strucjc by a fly I
V however, which so decidedly de ing sneii case from the Mexican side.
feated the Normal by 34 to 0 a month She was hit by a bullet today that
ago and was held, to a solitary touch- penetrated the family's temporary
down by the same team last Satur quarters in the northern portion of
day, contends that unfamiliarlty with the town.
ii
REDISCOUNT
a new code of signals and the presThe wounding of Mrs. Krolm was
rates
t
the eleventh casualty among
ence of four new men in the. line-u-p
s
Nov.17.
aDlias, Tex.,
The
were responsible for the erratic play
since the Mexican factions be-- count rates for
reserve.
federal
tlK
'
Sonora. hanks of the Eleventh district were
ing of the association team, which ganUJfighl.ing.. eround Naco,
at times advanced the ball brilliantly Maytorena started a brisk rannonade announced
today as five and one-ha-lf
only to fumble or disband team work this morning, but elicited only a list- per cent for .",0
days 'and six per cent
when within striking distance of the less reply from Hill's trenches.
for longer uperiods.
his was one-hapurple and white goal.
per cent lower thai the rate desigWANT
kAY
Although the Elks have not definitenated for this district bv the reserve
Philadelphia, Nov. 17. The Ameri- hoard at Washington.
ly chosen their men it is certain that
several of the Normal men will be In- can Federation of Labor, in convencluded in the lineup, and that the team tion here, today adopted a resolution
RUSSIA MAKING GUNS
will outweigh the Y ten pounds to "inviting and urging the national and
Nov. 17 (via London).
Petrograd,
the man. A tentative lineup given international conventions such as the
The
ija Russia of thft
huge
factory
by Captain Tamme shows Hoskiris at railroad brotherhoods, to Join the fedMachine company has
Singer
Sewlg
and
Tamme1
Blood
at
E.
eration.
The
full,
federation also went on been taken over
quarter.
by the government
Long at halfbacks, Moore and Evans record for a. more general application and will
be dovoted'to
the luanufac-- .
at tackles. Young and Jones at guards, of the eight-hou- r
day in, all trades tur of small arms. t' The
factory of
O. Blood at center, with several canbefore beginning agitation of a
American Phonograph company
the
'
didates for the end positions.
day.
also has been requisitioned for the
The next practice is scheduled for
same purpose, whi(e smelting conAMERICAN IS SHOT
Wednesday evening in the gym' at 7:30
cerns operated by Americans now ara
o'clock.
Nov. 17 P. XV.
Nogales, Ariz.,
bfing useu to makejstee! bullets for
Chappel, an automobile agent of Tucpurposes.
military
son, was shot through the body ahd
GUTIEIJHEZ WILLING
seriously wounded wraie passing the
A POST MRTEM
Mexican barracks at Nogahs, Sonora,
i
Nov.
Nashville,
of the
TO ACCEPf TERI1S last night The Mexican authorities executive council
and of tlie hoard of
have promised an Investigation.
directors of the National Am Woman Suffrage aasAfation met hero
recarranza
to
will allow
AUTO" STAGE
today to consider njattors i t
in accordance with
'
the 'national cfcnveni
Automobile stage line to Mora triWishes
'
"'
weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and' Sat ended lust night.
Nov
17.
of
8
a.
corner
urday, leaving Murphey's
Secretary
Washington,
State Bryan today announced receipt m,, arriving Mora, 9:45 a. ru. Leave
HOT PACE Cd JTINUTl
i
of a message from American Consul Mora 4 p. m. arrive lias Vegas 5:45 p.
Ni w Vnjk,
o
n
Siliiman at Mexico City, saying that nv Fare for round trip, $3; one way, teams were still rii
the newspapers there had published a $3.; Round trip tickets good for one 111 the
(1
j, ,
i Garden toda v.
text of a telegram from General week. II. B. Hubbard. Prop.
"
Gutierrez, approving the conditions set
'.';...
own
Carrauza
General
by
for, his(
retirement.
Oi'FICERS AN'D tVlRlUCTOKS
t a . v.
i
c,
Siliiman reported thai a telrram
H, W. Kelly, President
All)UiU('r!(!:p. N. M.
Jacob
Gross,
Peco?i, i!. M.
from General Carranza to General
CIrence Men. Setty. tc Treas.
Trini(H(d, 'Com,,
to
Gonzales, which was transmitted
Donald Stewtinl,
Howe, ?f. M.
General Gutierrez, stating the willingC. C. R. ibbins,
Sanw Fe( N. M,
ness of the first chief to deliver the
executive power under certain condi
Silliman's
tions, also was published.
P
K5. i.
dispatch made no mention of just
KJP
what the conditions were.
Secretary Bryan said he hud no ad
f 'T
f'f'f
vices from any other source to show
what stipulations finally ind Veen
agreed upon, but that there had been
discussion In previous dispatches of
'.he wish of Carranza that he and Geni.
eral Villa leave Jlexico.
The ffHJlmtr ot ofiKuaiB vim that an
com-prisin-

May-toren-
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listen to this:
There isn't anything the matter with
your smokappetite. You try Prince
Albert in a jimmy pipe or rolling a few
ciakm's cigarettes before yon do the
next thing. And you'll wise up to what
the doctor ox'dered ! For, P. A. in a cisarctto
)
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or.a'pIpei'is.a1w:pndpr so bully

ia flavor end

fragrance. And it's easy,, to roily because it "staj-- s put."
Unlike any other tobacco Prince Albert can't bits your
tongue and can't parch your throat. That's cut out by a
patented process. No other tobacco can be made lite
,

WW?

.

Everywhere you travel throughout the nation you'll find more men wot. Inat r
than ever before, ismco 1. A. hit the turf, lens than five years
ao, thrva men i ov
smoke a i !pe win ' one
ked I , fo'-Vhat's the answer t
Just you get your tidy red tin, fire up a fow loads of "the national joy smoke," an4
you'U wise up so quickly you'll talnk you
been capping for the last few years. had
mat s no wie areata !
Now do that little thing and get going ia the right direction !
!
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nm

nm
had mmohid any other ftraW. Tha
"m p- - A- wiin. oay i . A. tar mine.
in Ina topey re.l
Ac;
tidy red tin IQc; alto m hart dmom? m tad anit
haiiujars.
:
tou'U get
! I.;...'
Ska
i.
).;mf, ; Kgit K!iii
jh f

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY,
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FOLEY CATHARTIC TABLETS
m.lJl

There arq many times when one
man questions another's actions and
motives. Men act differently under
different circumstances. The question is, what would you do right now
if you had a severe cold? Could you
do better than to take Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy? It Is highly recommended by people who have used it
for years and know Its value. Mrs.
O. E. Sargent, Peru, Ind., says, "Chamberlain's Cough Remedy 1b worth Its
weight in gold and I take pleasure In i
recommending it." For sale by all
dealers. Adv
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CHAPMAN

I

LODGE NO.
A. f.
A. M. Regular com

L.

O. O. MOOSE Meets
eectnd and
fourth Thursday
each
evening
municatlon first sad month at W. o. W. hall. Visiting
third Thursday to brothers cordially invited Howard T.
' toc-- month.
VUitlnt Davis, Director; Harry L. Cutler, secy.
cordially in
vited, Guy M. Cary, W. M..
8. Van KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNWhy not arbitrate the baseball war?
Pettea. Secretary.
CIL NO. 804 Meets second and
fourth Thursday in O. R 0. hall
Despondency Due to Indigestion
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Pioneer bunlding.
It is not at ail surprising that perVisiting members
KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR Reg are cordially
sons w o have indigestion become
s
invited. Colbert C.
Mar conclave second Tues-- Root, G. K.; C. E. Clement, F. S.
Here
discouraged and despondent.
V
are a few words of hope and cheer
dey In each month at Ma
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M.
for them by Mrs. Blanche Bowers, InGEO. H. HUNKER
I
i
Smith, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder
Attorney-at-LaPa.
"For
diana,
years my digestion
was so poor that I could not eat the
East
Las
Vegas, New Mexico.
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN 2
lightest foods. I tried everyttnilng RATES FOR CLAS'IFIED ADVER LA8 VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3,' ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular convo
DR. F. M. HUXMANN
that I heard of to get relief, but not
TISEMENTS
cation first Monday In each
until about a year ago when I saw
Dentist
t
month at Masonic Temple
Dental work ot any description at
Chamberlain's Tablets advertised and Five cents per line each
insertion
at 7:30 9. m. P. A. Brinegar,
moderate price
got a bottle of them, did X find the Estimate six ordinary words to a line
H. P.; F. O. Blood, Secre Room 1, Center Block. Office Pho
right treatment. I soon began to Im- No ad to occupy less space than two
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 41
tary.
prove, and since taking a few bottles lines.
All advertisements
charged
of them my digestion is fine." . For will be booked at
space actually set I. O. O. F. LAS
sale by all dealers. Adv.
Vegas Tnniii rn
without regard to number of words.
LOCAL TIME CARD
Meets
4,
every
Monday evening at
Catih In advance preferred.
their
on
hall
Sixth street. All visitant
California cut out prize fighting by
East Bo una
brethera cordially invited to attend.
popular vote. Three world's cham
Arrive
A Friedenstine, N. G.: A. T.
pions once lived in the same block in
Rogers
V. G.; T. M.
7:41 a. ifc
i
Elwood, Secretary: Karl No, I.... 7:20 p. m
Frisco.
p. ,
C. V. Hedgcock, No. 4. .,.11:64 p. m
Wertz,
H:(i
Treasurer;
WANTED To buy three head of good
No. I,... 1:25 a. m.,
1:11 a.
Trustee. ..
Cemetery
W. T. Hucnens, Nlcfccison, Ga., had
milch cows. Adress B., Opiic.
No.
1 M
1:16 p. m
a severe attack of rheumatism. His
j
West
Bound
. X'.
U. iilJLJtS
Meets second .in1
feet, ankles and jolnt3 were swollen, YOUNG American woman wants work
Arrive
fourth Tuesday evening of each
Depart
and moving about was very painfuL
by the day. Call at El Dorado hotel
1:18 p. ii
uionm Wilts' home ou Ninth street No. I.... 1:10 p. m
He was certainly in a bad war when
or phone Main 423.
:4t a.
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers No. I.... :J5 a. m
he started to take Foley Kidney Pills,
are cordially invited. Wm. H. Spring No. J..v. 4:20 p. m
4:M p.
He says, "Just a few doses made me WANTED A
good reliable girl for er, Exalted
7:t
;ts d. tn
feel better, and now my pains and
Ruler, D. W. Condon, Se No,
Jt
general housekeeping. Apply 1016
cretary.
rheumatism are all gone and I sleep
Fifth street.
all night long." O: G. Schaefer and
Stop Those Early Bronchial Coughe
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
Ret" Cross Drug Store. Adv.
They hang on all winter if not
WANTED Reliable woman for cook
ITY, COUNCIL NO. 2390 Meets In checked, and pave the way for serious
ing and general housework.
Apply W. O. W
Carlisle Smith, whp was out of the Mrs.
hall. Sixth street, on the throat and lung diseases. Get a bot
S. Clark, HI 7 Eighth street.
j.
first and third Mondays of each tle of Foley's Honey and Tar Com
world's series, will be back as good as
month at 8 p. m. Visiting brothers pound, and take it ' freely. Stops
ever in the spring, say the bone WANTED A
salesman to handle our
sharps.
line in Las Vegas and vicin't.y; and Ladies always welcome. O. L. coughs and colds, heals raw inflamed
Freeman, President: Miss Cora Mont throat, loosens the phlegm and ia
bond required;
good proposition.
A tight feeling in the chest accomWrite Grand Union Tea Co.. Color ague, Financier, Mrs. A. V. Morrow, mildly laxative. Best for children
Local Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue: Z. and grown persons. No opiates. O. G.
isnied by a short, dry cought, Indi
ado Springs, Colo., for particulars
W. Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011 Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store
an inflamed condition In the
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. M
Adv.
To relieve it buy the dollar WANTED Salesmen to
lungs.
represent re
size BAILARD'S HOREHOUND
liable nursery, ladles or gentlemen.
Best Cough Medicine for Children
BROTHERHOOD NO
you get with each bottle a
to work town or country, good sal FRATERNAL
102 Meets every Monday
free HERRICK'S RED PEPPER POR ary. Address Box 253, or
1
night
"Three years ago when 1 was living
call 623 0.
R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue a in
OUS PLASTER for the chest. The
Railroad avenue.
Pittsburgh one of my children had
8 o'clock.
8 rup relaxes the
Visiting members are cor a hard cold and coughed dreadfully.
tightness and the
dialiy welcome. J. T. Buhler,- - prest Upon the advice of a
plaster draws out the inflammation.
druggist I purIt is an ideal combination for curing
dent; Mrs. J. T. Buhler, Secretary: chased a bottle
of Chamberlain's
C.
H. Baily, Treasurer.
colds settled In the lungs. Sold hv
FOR RENT Three room house fun- Cough Remedy and it benefited him
Central Drug Co. Adv.
at once. I find it the best cough med
nished, light and water in bouse. MODERN
WOODMEN OF AMERICA icine for children
because it is pleas
Apply Clement Curio Store.
A former fighter, Eddie
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Santry. was
ant to take. They di not object to
Lcve at O. R.
elected to the Illinois legislature last FOR
hall, on the second taking It," writes Mrs. Lafayette Tuck.
RENT South suite housekeep
and fourth Tuesdays of each month at Homer
week. Looks good for the revival of
City, Pa. This remedy coning rooms, El Dorado hotet Steam 8
p. m. J. s. Nelson, Consul:
boxing in the state.
G. tains no
heat, electric light.
opium or other narcotic, and
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Lomay be given to a child as confidently
cal Deputy. Visiting members are
Tou will like their positive action.
as to an adult. Sold by ail dealers.
Smia
have
a
welcome and cordially Invited.
tonic
on
effect
They
the bow
Adv.
els, and give a wholesome, thorough
cleaning to the entire bowel tract FOR SALE My residence at 620 Columbia avenue, very cheap; it will
Stir the liver to healthy activity and
layyou to investigate. E.S. Lewis.
keep stomach sweet. Constipation,
headache, dull, tired feeling never affect those who use Foley Cathartic PUBLIC SALE Milch cows at Papen
MOST
YOUR
ranch one mile south of town, FriTablets. Only 25c. O. G. Schaefer
day, November 20. Anthon Suhr.
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
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Harry Grant who won the Vander- - FOR SALE
less than
bilt race twice in succession, Is again
In
burning up gasoline
the western
races.

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Buick

25, model 1913, run
D00 miles.
429 Grand Ave.

CtraycU or Stolen

D. 17,

Remarkable Cure of Croun
STRAYED or stolen from 1009 Main
"Last winter when my little boy had
street, brown scotch collie. Reward
croup I got him a bottle of Chamber
for his return.
Iain's Cough Remedy. I honestly be
lieve it saved his life," writes Airs
J. Li. cook, Indiana, Pa. "It cut the
phlegm and relieved his coughin
homesteads; advance infor
spells. I am most grai-.ffor what
mation; counties Sah Miguel, Guadthis remedy has done for him." For
alupe, Rio Arriba, Lincoln. Grant:
sale by all dealers. Adv.
state township desired; will give
sections
There are two "Buzes" in football
subject to entry; retainer
fee fl; pay typewriting. Ira M
this season "Buz" Law of Princeton
Bond, 14 Eye St., N. E., Washington,
and "Buz" Catlett of Mlcnigan. And
'
D. C.
both can buzz soma

2,000
1,000

pounds
pounds
200 pounds
50 pounds
Less than 50

ui

MASTERS

CROUP
Foley's Honey and Tar ComDounfl
cuts the thick choking mucus and
clears away the phlegm. ODens nn

the air passages and stops the hoarse
cough. The gasping, etraneline fieht
for breath gives way to quiet breath
Ing and peaceful sleep. Harold Berg
Mass, Mich., writes :"We give Foley's
Honey and Tar to our children for
croup and it always acts ouickly." O
G. Schaefer and Red Cros3
Drug Store
Adv.

Hamilton, Ont, is training a mara- tlmner to succed its Jimmy Duffy.
who ia off to the war. The new run
ner is named Arthur Jamieson.

(,a

or More, each dlivery.
to 2,000 pounds, each delivery
to 1,080 pounds, each delivery
to 200 pounds,' each delivery
pounds, each dsllvery

20c
25c
30c
40c
soc

per
per
per
per
per

100 lb.
100 lbs.'
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.

AGUA PUR A COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural. Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualtties of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

SPANISH

typewriting and shorthand
lessons by an easy and practical
method. D. Trambley, 1119 Eleventh
street.

MI

in damp, chilly weather there is al- v ays a large demand for BALLARD'S
SNOW LINIMENT because
many
'
ptople who know by experience its
fcreat relieving power in rheumatic
arhes and pains, prepare to apply it
it at the first twinge. Price 235c, 50
aud fl.00 per bottle. Sold by Cen
tal Drug Co. Adv.
C

I

T R O L A X

CITROLAX
CITHQLAX

Best thing for constipation, souj
Kab a sore throat with 13Al,LARD'S stomach, lazy liver and sluggish' bow
SNOW LINI.mkxt.
One or two ap- - els. Stops a sick headache almost at
once. Gives a tnosit thorough and sat
riicaiions will
it.
completely,
i'r.f-c25c., r.Oc and $1
por bittle. Sold .sfactory flushing no pain, no nau
sea.
Keens vmir svntfim (i.imnj
'''wtl Dm? Co. Adv.
woet and wholesome. Ask for Clt
rotax. O. o. Schaefer and Red Cross
U 2 a
Dreg Store. Adv.
?
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ADS

!

W

m

All
SELL WHAT YOU

DPT

WANT

CLASSIFIED ADS search out the people to whom
among those who
MIGHT BUY the particular thing Is worth most.

;l TIIE PROPERTY you want to sell Is WORTH MOST to people who
read the ads in this paper and who never would hear of
your
property, unless it were advertised here.
I

.
;
:

i

OTHERS who read and answer the ads In this
newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used
machinery and
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, musical Snstru- -

ments.
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AD3
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Try tbem.

tut results
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e have a new and complete line of samples,
anv one of which would
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WnO WOULD NOT BE PLE4SED
WITH A BOX OF

delight the most fastidious

tastes. They come in

styles to be engraved with
your name as well as those
suitable for sending without the name.
These cards will be a
greater fad than ever this
year.
The engravers will be
busy filling orders. Therefore to avoid any possible
delay in getting your cards
U

e

TTTT
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t
s
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4

1
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your order in script, wreath
or long initials, in one or two
letter monograms, without
cost for use'of the dies.
All three-lette- r
monograms
are engraved to order and
the die is delivered to you
with the stationery. There
is a large
risty of designs
and the cos :i engraving the
die depends viponltho style.
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or colors embossed to
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The students of. the Hteh
oclmrk.
school will attend in a body. No adit SJ
be charged, and
mission fee will
the public is cordially invited to hear
the candidates who will strive to
bring success to Las Vegas. The
Glee club of the New Mexico Normal
SCHOOL University will sing during the
CANDIDATES OF THAT.
AND THE HIGH SCHOOL WILL
SPEAK TOMORROW
GERARD SPENT $5,000
1

tp"P!f

!

at

TO

r:oa:.:AL

MUTUAL THEATER
Brldee

TONIGHT

First Show Starts at

SUFFERERS OF

7.15
TUESDAY
"Sir Galahad at Twilight"...
Two Rtel Feature
"Our Mutual Girl No. 41"...
"Rose of the Alley"
Three Reel Feature

LATE

EUROPE

MEET

PURPOSE

STRAYED ;A young turkey gobbler,
Mrs. 10. L. Abbett, 920 Fifth street.

Good groceries. Low prices all next
week. See page three. Papeu's Adv.

We guarantee to meet all legitimate prices, and in, many instances
our prices are lower, and the quality of merchandise much better
than found elsewhere.
Sugar and potatoes are very reasonable, lower in price perhaps than
they will be a little later on. We offer for cash only:

IS, lit 51. OO
.Sugar
Potatoes tGO 01.35

let of Oranges while,

A

they last 12

STEARNS'
I

1--

2c

:

:

per clstz

Store

NEVrNDFAT

1

PI

1 MR IIEllfl

AND

yy

for 2 Bo

r

See Papen's adv on page three. Buy
your groceries now. Adv.

Grocer and Baker

Send your work to Frencby's Trans
fer, Phone Main 35. Adv.
r

possible.
"At a meeting of representatives of
national Jewish organizations, held at
in New York city,
Temple Emanu-Eon Sunday, October 25, it was decided
to organize the American Jewish Relief committee of 100 or more, which
shall represent every section of the
Mr. Brinegair will recover.
'
country and every shade of Jewish
Mrs." II. T. Davis, dressmaker, reAccording to Volunteer Observer opinion. This committee,, it is exmoved to 407 Washington. Gowns at
Lewis of the Normal University the pected, will devise ways and means
popular prices. Adv.
minimum temperature reached last for obtaining the necessary funds for
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged night was the lowest of this winter. the relief of our suffering European
n
in wood. Direct from the distillery to The mercury went down to 17 de- brethren.
you. At tne Lobby, of course. Adv. grees as against 20, which was the . "The organizing committee, named

Paul Brinegar, chief clerk to Super
intendent F. L. Myers of the Santa
Cutler Brothers, insurance., North- - Fe, is. attempting to grow a mustache.
west corner of Plaza. Adv.
Capable investigators, with the aid of
a strong telescope, say that they can
Call central for Frenchy Transfer, almost sqe the beginnings of the hirsute adronment. Jt is expected that
Phone RJain 35. Adv,

coldest heretofore. The maximum at the Temple Emanu-E- l
meeting,
takes the liberty of naming you as a
The Ladies' Aid society of the First reached yesterday was 43 degrees
member of this national committee!
Baptist church will meet at the home
and hopes that you will be glad to acof Mrs. H. C. Young, 1023 Fifth street,
Baby Augustin the
son of Mr. and Mrs;. Ricardo Garcia, cept this designation. To make this
tomorrow afternoon.
who died at 10 o'clock Saturday night committee as representative as possiThe county clerk has issued a mar- was buried yesterday. The funeral ble, may we ask you to name other
riage license to Eustasia Quintana, took place from the Church of Our persons in your city and your state,
should be invited.
Lady of Sorrows, Rev. Father Gilber- whose
aged 21, of Ojo de la Vaca, and
name
ton
Please'
these
in the
Angel aged 21 of Rowe.
Interment
persons
was.
in
omciating.
Mount Calvary cemetery under direc
tlie communal 'lmportance, because it maiy not be expedient to ask
Frank Gentry, aged 32 of Encinosa, tion of J. c- - Johnsen & Son,
the
of all you name.
and Praxedes Gurule, aged 24, of
witiiam C. Page announced last
Shoemaker, have applied to the coun"Very truly yours,
"A. H. FROMENSON.
night that he had sold his interest in (Signed)
ty clerk for a marriage license.
tne page Furniture and Undertaking "For the Organizing Committee of th.?
A marriage license has been issued company to Edward S. Lewis, his part
American Jewish Relief Commitat the court house to Maria Leonora ner. Mr. Lewis will have complete
tee."
Romero, aged 15, of Puerteoito, and charge of the business, which is locat
The committee is composed
vf
.
.
-Hit
u m Dl.il.
Felipe Chaves," aged 24, of Pueblo
ine store was iouis d. Brandeis, chairman; Harry
ojxui mreei.
opened several months ago and has Fischel, Meyer London, Julian W.
Lorenzo Delgado, clerk of San Mi a complete stock. Mr. Page Baid he Mack and Oscar gC Strauss.
The ofguel county, has issued a marriage has not determined upon his future ficers o the organization are Louiu
license to Corina Barnaridaz, aged 23, plans.
Marshall, chairman;
Cyrus L. Sulz
ol Pecos, and Gregorio Quintana. aged
berger, secretary; Felix" M. Wat burg,
" Miss
Bessie Watt of the New Mex- treasurer.
34, of San Isidro.
ico Normal University faculty has
In addition to the large contribu
W. B. Sweeney and Arthur Baxter, 'published an article in the Albuquer
made by Jews all over the coun
tions,
who have purchased the Pinard ranch que Morning Journal on the Montes- to
funds to be distributed "irre
try
about six and one-hal-f
miles west of sorl method of teaching children. Miss
of sect or nationality, the
spective
Is.
Watt
to
the
first
teach
are
onto
new
town,
this method
their
moving
committee
will endeavor
to raise
property. They are from Vanwirt, O. of Instruction, in 'the state. She has
been aske'd to speak on this plan at among1 the Hebrews of America the
sum of $10,00000, , which is needed
Charles Lloyd, who has been con--1 'he state teachers' association meet-the distressed Jews of Europe. The
by
fined to St. Anthony sanitarium for tog at the Duke city next week. At
some weeks, is reported as con vales- - that time the Normal University will position of these people is very similar to that of the Belgians, for they
ing. lie expects to te able to return j conduct an exhibit of the material
are
living in the midst of the fighting.
used
with
In
the Montessori method. In
to work
a short time.
this manner the local institution will ivo iewer tnan 400,000 homeless end
The
machine mat was donat- - carry out its dual object of training penniless Jews have fled from Galicia
to
New
Mexico Normal Uni- teacners ana experimenting with ped- jo Vienna to attempt to escape
the
ed
versity last year is to be put In good agogic ideas.
Dr. Landau has accepted the posi
shape. Repairs soon will be made.
tion on the committee and is organ
The state institution shortly will give
UNIQUE ENTERTAINMENT
a demonstration of the workings of "From Cannibalism to Culture", is izing an efficient subcommittee, com
posed of the most influential Jews of
the apparatus so that the public may the theme of a unique
Polynesian the state to
with him.
become acquainted with this wonder entertainment to be
presented in the
ful mechanism.
Duncan opera house on, November 5:8
a decidedly unique and realistic porEED
ATTENTION ODD FELLOWS
trayal of savage life on the southern PHILADELPHIA
All members or the local lodge of Seas. The performers are a trio
Odd Fellows and all visiting brothers
Their recitals, in
Zeala'ndejs.
ADMIRES POLICE
are requested to meet Wednesday af- full national costumes, embrace the
ternoon, November .,18, at 2 o'clock peculiar ceremonies, the weird music,
in the Odd Fellows hall for the pur- the
the thrilling canoe
pose of going in a body to the funeral songs, the sonorous war chants and HP WARNS OTHER HOSOb'S TO
BEAT IT OUT OF LAS VF.CA;i
of our late brother, J. D. Fridenstine. solemn incantations of the
people
QUICKLY
known as Maoris. The wonders of
By order of the Noble Grand.
T. M. ELWOOD, Secretary.
the islands of New Zealand are also
Kecently this part of ths cemtry
presented in a svries of artistic views.
has
been subjected to an eo'dn ic l
ANNOUNCEMENT
This is the second number of one
Thousands of then have
tramps.
I wish to announce that I have sold of the best Lyceum courses, ever ap- :een swarming over the state
llirtr
in
Las'
Vegas, given' by the
ali my interests in the Page Furniture pearing
v.ay to the coast for the' winter
Men's ' Christin'n
Young
Association,'!
and Undertaking Company to 2. S.
months.
'
Every.-brakeman on the
for the good : of Lns AY
Anna Fe freight trains has had
Lewis, who in the future will have
3i
iT
full charge of the business.
f.uio'3 experiences in ejec' r.s the
Adv.
WANTED Clean cotton rags at "bo" from his "side door ou!l:u:in."
(Signed) "H'
- '
WM.-PAGE.
Las Vegas has been peculiar',
Optic office.
in. not
having to house many of
tl:ese tramps. I'his if due to th v:1,
efficier.t police force.
!.'. 's
I
J
shown by a, letter that Police ''Iiief
CLs
Crf (arml
Coles found hidden in the city jail.
jm
It is signed by one "Philadelphia Red,"
who was arrested for vagrancy, and It
wasi supposed to be a warning to other
Jap a LacU for anywhere or anything about the house iS still the
hoboes who visit here. . The letter
best varnish made. We have it in all 'sizes and colors, Prices abso- iutely the same as in any eastern city.

jfor the guidance of travelers, It will
be remembered that the commissioners of San Miguel county entered into
a contract for the markers several
months ago. The sjgns are to be
maintained by the automobile club,
whose headquarters is In San Diego.
They are of metal and are bo securely,
mounted that vandals or weather will
be defied in their efforts to deface
them.1 The signs are to be marked in
red, white and blue enamel, and will
be found along the highway from one
:
coast to the other.

Service based on the facilities
and experience gained 'during the

A

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS
VEGAS. Correspondence is invit-

ed by this old, strong and conservative Bank.
fi.

ESTABLISHED 1876

,,

Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank

1AKE YOUR PAY

To

-

buy for Christmtvs at ovir

SPECIAL SALE
il

$3.50 to $40.00
Rugs from
7.50 to $30.00
Fiber Chairs from
Dining room tables from...$S to $35
Dressers from
$13 to $25
Rcckers from
$2 to $18
Buffets from
$12 to $40
Brass Beds from
$8 to $25
Chairs from ,
$1 to $6.50
Dont forget that we handle all kinds
of bedding and house furnishings.

Prices Still
Prevail

Beyond the reach
of competition our

t

i

I

i

"

stock is jxt

disposal.

J.

C,

your

Johnsen & San.

Complete Home Furnishers

'

4

PAGE FURNITURE & UNDERTAKING CO.
511 Sixth St.

J.

DOLLARS

Remodeling Sale

'

A FEW SUGGESTIONS

DAY

oum

Ro-mul-o

THE CASH GROCER

f

past forty years is extended by the

n

mm

Old Tayior WTilsKey and Sherwood
Rye at the'Opera Bar. Adv.

IN REGARD TO PRICES

A WORD

The Rev. Dr. J. H. Landau, r.pirU.Ml
director of Temple Montefiore, has
received a letter from the American
Jewish relief committee offering him
a place on the body as the representa
tive of New Mexico. Following is the
letter;
'Deaj Sir: The appalling condition
of our brethren In
Europe
makes imperative the. organization in
this country of a nation-wid- e
move
ment to raise funds for the relief of
their immediate' needs, and we feel
that it is unnecessary for us to detail
the situation here, as yott are unquesthe terrible
tionably familiar with
facts.
We feel also that you are
eager to do what is" in your power to
alleviate the situation, so far as ts

.wnuiflB:

j

JUST

The road sign posting truck of the
Club of Southern California isi working Its way toward Las
HEBREW ORGANIZATION IN THIS
Vegas over the transcontinental highIS ORGANIZED
COUNTRY
way. The machine is placing markers
FOR THIS
Automobile

CLASSIFY

TO

couse thay have a hoarse anjjl buggy
I have been in 4 days and am going
to beat it tomorrow.
yours truley a friend of the Bo.
Philadelphia Red."
Red di "beat it", but his friends
have not yet come around for their
letter.
,,, .,
,

--

TOO

JETO

st :

NEWS

n

!S i4.

WILL AID

17. Senator
Nov.
Washington,
'
as TJnlted
Chamberlain,
today
from
senator
Oregon,
States
filed his contribution report, which
showed $350, and' expenditures $51.
LOCAL
Senator Mark Smith of Arizona
additional expenditures of
Ambassador Gerard, from Ber$525.
Reduce your grocery bill, See page
lin, reported he spent $5,000 in bisi in
Adv.
three.
from
senator
successful candidacy for
New York.
Frfliichy's Transfer, Office 523 Sixth
street. Phone Main 35. Adv.

Tomorrow afternoon at the New
Mexico Normal University the orators
who will represent that school and the
High, school at Albuquerque next
week, will deliver their orations, Ernest Wohlenberff, the Normal's contestant in the college oratorical section; Anna Marie Nolan, the reresen-tatlv- e
of the state Institution in the
high school oratorical section; Leona
Oreenelay, on whom the Normal pins
her hopes n' the high school deelama-liosection, and Margaret Jerkin,
whom the Ultrti school la rending to
compete in the declamation contest,
ill speak.
"
The program will commence at 3

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 17,

Phone Vegas 114

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Mfchelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything need
ed for the auto.
Non-Ski- n

y

UNDERTAKERS

UP-TO-DA-

FINEST EQUIPMENT
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IN NEW MEXICO.
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MODERATE

PRICES

knows there Is no economy In
Inferior food materials. In flour
Particular!? tthe lniown th fct
Is the cheanesr That la whir in
many up to the times women
use our flour exclusively. A
trial will tell you why In unmistakable terms. Order a sack to..
day.
Ask your grocer
Quill Flour.

"

AlLV;0

OQNE

AT GU3 SHOP

v

GUARANTEED FOS ITS PERFECTKESS t
':

I

Tho Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

love-ballad-

SfllETHIOH

COlli

.

Pure

for

.en?
Las Vegas ILoller Mills
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lllis'L'OEG Of Tlie Best
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Of

Everyling Eatable

e will meet (he

advertised cash
of any retail

EVERYTHING

W
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IN BRUSHES

Phone

Everything

in

AKD HOUSE PAINTS.

ad

Hardware,

tJ'f!IK

j

1

j

iur sut

m

La
uuitiiwiMe:

"take it from me bo you will havo
plenty of chance to beat it and take
the chance whenever It presents

Main 379

Furniture

4

r
""1
.

"of course It. will bo a case of walk
out either v.ay yen j;o. k'vp off thf
railroad and the Comity .Road to

f
f

